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<td>population-weighted scaled semivariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^*$</td>
<td>normalized concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{\ln C}$</td>
<td>time-series mean of log concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\ln C}$</td>
<td>time-series standard deviation of log concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_x$</td>
<td>error in normalized concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>random number ~ N(0,1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a,b  error model optimization constants
\( \chi \)  simulated value with error added in normalized log concentration
\( Z \)  simulated value with error added in standard concentration units
\( \sigma_x \)  standard deviation of \( \chi \)
\( \overline{R} \)  Pearson correlation coefficient corresponding to \( \gamma' \)
\( R_o \)  Pearson correlation coefficient corresponding to \( \gamma'_o \)
\( Y \)  count of emergency department visits
\( \alpha \)  epidemiologic model y-intercept
\( \beta \)  log of the rate ratio for a change in pollutant concentration

**confounders**  vector of potential confounders
\( \gamma \)  vector of regression coefficients for suspected confounders
\( Z^* \)  true value (generic)
\( Z \)  measurement value (generic)
\( \varepsilon \)  error between \( Z \) and \( Z^* \) (generic)
\( \beta^* \)  true log of the rate ratio for a change in pollutant concentration
\( t \)  day
\( k,l \)  spatial locations
\( i,j \)  census tract indices
\( p \)  census tract population
\( p_{total} \)  total population of 20-county study area
\( m \)  first-order linear regression coefficient of \( Z-Z^* \) versus \( Z \)
\( IQR^* \)  true interquartile range
\( i \)  day
\( j \)  location
\( \chi_{ij} \)  
normalized “true” pollutant level on day \( i \) at location \( j \)

\( C_{ij} \)  
concentration on day \( i \) at location \( j \)

\( \mu_{\ln C_j} \)  
log concentration mean over all days at location \( j \)

\( \sigma_{\ln C_j} \)  
log concentration standard deviation over all days at location \( j \)

\( Z_{ij}^{*} \)  
“true” concentration on day \( i \) at location \( j \)

\( \mu_r \)  
log concentration mean modeled as a function of distance from urban center \( r \)

\( \sigma_r \)  
log concentration standard deviation modeled as a function of \( r \)

\( \alpha_{yr} \)  
season factor modeled as a function of \( r \)

\( \alpha_{wk} \)  
day-of-week factor

\( Z \)  
exposure metric

\( m \)  
regressed slope of error versus measurement

\( b \)  
regressed y-intercept of error versus measurement
**LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASACA</td>
<td>Assessment of Spatial Aerosol Composition in Atlanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQS</td>
<td>US EPA’s Air Quality System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>confidence interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>cardiovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>elemental carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>emergency department visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRM</td>
<td>Federal Reference Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>interquartile range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>km</td>
<td>kilometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μg/m³</td>
<td>micrograms per meter cubed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄</td>
<td>ammonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃</td>
<td>nitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>organic carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>particle composition monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>particulate matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppb</td>
<td>parts per billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>parts per million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Pearson correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>risk ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEARCH</td>
<td>Southeastern Aerosol Research and Characterization Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄</td>
<td>sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEOM</td>
<td>tapered element oscillating microbalance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR</td>
<td>thermal optical reflectance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TOT: thermal optical transmittance
SUMMARY

Time-series studies of ambient air pollution and acute health outcomes utilize measurements from fixed outdoor monitoring sites to assess changes in pollution concentration relative to time-variable health outcome measures. These studies rely on measured concentrations as a surrogate for population exposure. The degree to which monitoring site measurements accurately represent true ambient concentrations is of interest from both an etiologic and regulatory perspective, since associations observed in time-series studies are used to inform health-based ambient air quality standards.

Air pollutant measurement errors associated with instrument precision and lack of spatial correlation between monitors vary widely across pollutants and these errors have been shown to attenuate associations observed in health studies. Further, the impact of measurement error varies depending on the type of error present, with classical error resulting in greater attenuation than Berkson error, which is expected to yield unbiased effect estimators. Characterization and adjustment for air pollution measurement error can improve effect estimates in time-series studies.

Measurement error due to instrument precision and spatial variability was characterized for ambient air pollutants in Atlanta. Error was modeled for daily measures of 12 air pollutants using measurements from collocated monitoring sites to characterize instrument precision and data from multiple study area monitors to estimate population-weighted spatial variance. Simulations of instrument and spatial error were generated for each pollutant, added to a reference pollutant time-series, and used in a Poisson generalized linear model of air pollution and cardiovascular emergency department visits. This method allows for pollutant-specific quantification of impacts of measurement error on health effect estimates, both the assessed strength of association and its significance.
The impact of these measurement error sources is affected by both the amount and the type of error. Regarding the latter, error simulations ranged in type from purely classical to purely Berkson, as defined on a log scale. To inform on the type and amount of error present in Atlanta measurements, air pollutant concentrations were simulated over the 20-county metropolitan area for a 6-year period, incorporating several distribution characteristics observed in measurement data. Spatial and temporal autocorrelation as well as trends for season, day-of-week and distance from downtown were modeled. The simulated concentration field was then used to characterize the amount and type of error due to spatial variability in ambient concentrations. The impact of use of different exposure metrics in a time-series epidemiologic study was assessed.

Finally, methodologies developed for the Atlanta area were applied to Dallas, Texas. Measurement error due to spatial variability was quantified for ambient monitoring site networks in Dallas with consideration for the impact of this error on a time-series study of Dallas that is currently underway. Differences in air pollution measurement error due to spatial variability between Atlanta and Dallas data were assessed and the impact of this measurement error on health associations in Dallas was discussed.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Air pollution has been linked to human health effects since the days of wood burning in ancient Rome (Hughes 1994). With the advent of the Industrial Revolution and the mass movement of people into cities, air pollution became a more widespread problem as a result of combustion emissions and exposure of larger populations (Jacobson 2002). While vast improvements have been made in our understanding and regulation of air pollution since the days of the London fog episode, air quality remains a valid public health concern as increases in urban populations and continued use of fossil fuels have allowed ambient air pollution to persist in many cities worldwide. In its assessment of the global burden of disease, the World Health Organization estimates ambient air pollution to cause approximately 2 million premature deaths globally on an annual basis (Cohen et al. 2005). Even in the United States where air pollution levels are comparatively low, ambient air pollutants have been linked to several adverse health outcomes including cardiorespiratory hospital admissions (Linn et al. 2000; Metzger et al. 2004; Moolgavkar et al. 1997), cardiorespiratory mortality (Hoek et al. 2001; Mar et al. 2000), lung cancer mortality (Abbey et al. 1999; Dockery et al. 1993) and adverse birth outcomes (Darrow et al. 2009; Hansen et al. 2003). In light of these linkages, much research continues to focus on understanding the association between air pollution and human health. While it is of value to understand the true causal relationship between exposure to air pollutants and health impact for etiologic or biological reasons, it is also of interest to understand the link between ambient pollutant levels and health impact from a regulatory standpoint as air pollution is regulated largely through use of fixed outdoor monitors.
Time-series studies utilize measurements from these outdoor monitoring stations to assess associations between ambient air pollution levels and time-variable health endpoints using epidemiologic regression models. In such studies, exposure measurement error is inherent as there is considerable uncertainty associated with air pollution measurement itself, as well as uncertainty in the degree to which measurements are representative of population exposure. Because evidence of associations between air pollution and health is drawn primarily from time-series studies and air quality regulation is largely health-based (Krewski and Rainham 2007), the direction and extent to which measurement error plays a role in these studies is of particular interest. Three components of exposure measurement error have been recognized: (1) the difference between individual exposures and average personal exposure, (2) the difference between average personal exposure and ambient levels and (3) the difference between measured ambient levels and true ambient concentrations (Zeger et al. 2000). This third component of measurement error can be further divided into two subcategories of (a) instrument error, which is inclusive of the accuracy and precision of monitoring instruments and (b) error resulting from the nonrepresentativeness of a monitoring site, which is reflected in the spatial variability of the pollutant measured (National Research Council 2001). The former, instrument error, can be attributed to instrument precision and drift effects, as well as any uncertainty resulting from sample preparation, collection, analysis, data acquisition, and data processing (International Organization for Standardization 1995). While instruments typically have reported uncertainty estimates, these estimates have been shown to underestimate uncertainties associated with actual use of the instrument when collocated instruments are used for uncertainty assessment (Hyslop and White 2008; White et al. 2005). Further, reported uncertainties may be inaccurate or otherwise unavailable (Dutton et al. 2009).

The latter source of error is any uncertainty resulting from the use of a single exposure metric to characterize ambient pollutant levels over a larger spatial area. Some
pollutant concentrations have been shown to vary widely within cities. For example, NO$_2$ concentrations have been shown to be spatially diverse even within 50 m distances (Hewitt 1991) and in an intra-city study of PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$, correlations between monitors were found to be as low as 0.4 (US Environmental Protection Agency 2009). In Atlanta, significant levels of spatial variability have been observed for several pollutants, particularly those emitted directly to the atmosphere from mobile or industrial sources such as NO$_2$, CO, SO$_2$, and the elemental carbon (EC) component of particulate matter less than 2.5 μm (PM$_{2.5}$) (Wade et al. 2006). Due to this observed spatial variability, prior studies have called for further investigations of spatial error and its correlation to measurements in cities with multiple monitors (Sheppard et al. 2005; Zeger et al. 2000).

Air pollution measurement error has been demonstrated to have significant impacts on time-series studies which often use measurements from a single central monitor to assess health endpoints over a broader spatial area. Sheppard et al. (2005) found that measurement error resulting from spatial variability led to an attenuation of the health effect parameter $\beta$ of 7.7% for PM$_{2.5}$ mass when exposure was estimated from a single monitor in an ecological time-series study. In a daily time-series study of ambient PM$_{2.5}$ mass and cardiovascular mortality, observed associations were found to be lower in geographic subpopulations residing farther from a central monitoring site compared to populations in closer proximity to the central site (Wilson et al. 2007). In an assessment of spatial error in Atlanta, significant health associations for more spatially homogeneous PM$_{2.5}$ and O$_3$ and emergency department visits were observed regardless of the spatial location of the monitor used for assessment, while for more spatially heterogeneous pollutants, NO$_2$ and CO, significant associations were found when measurements from urban monitoring sites were used for assessment; however, no association was observed when a rural monitoring site was used (Sarnat et al. 2010). These results suggest that significance of association may be influenced by the spatial variability of the metric measured and that air pollution measurement error resulting from the spatial
heterogeneity of ambient concentrations can significantly bias effect estimates in time-series studies.

This observed bias in health associations due to measurement error has been shown to vary based on the error type present (Armstrong 1998; Zeger et al. 2000). While error can fall anywhere along a continuum in the conceptual framework of error type, two distinctly different types, classical error and Berkson error, have been recognized. Under a classical error framework, the measurement, $Z$, is an imperfect measure of the true exposure, $Z^*$, and as a result, measurements vary randomly about the truth, that is $E[Z|Z^*] = Z^*$. Because this type of error adds noise to the independent variable in the health outcome regression, an attenuation of the effect estimator, $\beta$, occurs. A distinctly different error type is Berkson error. Under a Berkson error framework, the measurement, $Z$, is the average value of true exposures, $Z^*$, which vary about $Z$, that is, $E[Z^*|Z] = Z$. Individual true exposures vary randomly about the measurement; thus, the average measured exposure is an unbiased estimate of total exposure and although a purely Berkson type error will add uncertainty to the health association by way of decreased significance of association, no attenuation of the effect point estimate is expected.

Measurement error due to spatial variability has been estimated to be largely Berkson in nature, with the true exposures of individuals varying randomly about some measured population average exposure (Zeger et al. 2000). Instrument error might be thought of as classical error with individual measurements of an instrument equally likely to measure high or low relative to the true concentration which is measured by the instrument on average (Goldman et al. 2011). Although error type has been estimated in these and other studies, because knowledge of the type of error present in a given set of measurements is reliant upon knowledge of true ambient concentrations which cannot be known, assessment of error type and adjustment for it in health studies remains a prominent challenge in time-series studies of ambient air pollution.
Several studies have used geostatistical simulation of air pollution to characterize ambient variability in concentrations and assess its impact in time-series studies (Lee and Shaddick 2010; Peng and Bell 2010). Such simulation studies can provide insight into the amount and type of error attributable to spatial variability in ambient levels.

It was hypothesized that both measurement error amount and type impact the bias observed in health associations in time-series epidemiologic studies, with error amount due to spatial variability resulting in greater attenuation of risk estimates than error amount due to instrument precision and classical error resulting in greater attenuations than Berkson error. The approach of this research was (i) to characterize ambient air pollution measurement error due to instrument precision and spatial variability and assess their impact on a time-series epidemiologic study, (ii) to examine how the impact of measurement error is modified by error type, (iii) to determine the amount and type of error present in an ongoing epidemiologic study through geostatistical simulation and (iv) to utilize methods developed for measurement error characterization and impact assessment in an Atlanta study to estimate measurement error impacts for an epidemiologic study in Dallas, Texas.
CHAPTER 2

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this dissertation was to characterize air pollution measurement error in large scale time-series epidemiologic studies due to instrument error and spatial variability and heterogeneity of ambient concentrations, through analysis of measurements and simulation of air pollution concentrations. Given below are objectives for individual chapters.

Chapter 3: Ambient Air Pollutant Measurement Error: Characterization and Impacts in a Time-Series Epidemiologic Study in Atlanta

Chapter 3 describes a study in which air pollution measurement error due to instrument precision and spatial variability of ambient pollutants is characterized using measurements from collocated instruments and geostatistical semivariogram analysis, respectively, for 12 air pollutants. The impact of these error sources on a time-series epidemiologic study in Atlanta is quantified. This work has been published (Goldman et al. 2010).

Chapter 4: Impact of Exposure Measurement Error in Air Pollution Epidemiology: Effect of Error Type in Time-Series Studies

Chapter 4 describes a study of the impact of error type on the assessment of measurement error in a time-series epidemiologic study in Atlanta. Simulated air pollution time-series are generated over a range of error types between classical and Berkson as defined on a log scale and the corresponding range of impacts on a health association is estimated. This study takes a comprehensive look at the impact of error type on time-series studies of air pollution. This work has been published (Goldman et al. 2011).
Chapter 5: Measurement Error in Time-series Studies of Ambient Air Pollution: A Simulation Study

Chapter 5 describes a simulation study in which a spatio-temporal model is developed to generate ambient air pollutant concentrations over a 20-county area and 6-year time period. Several distribution characteristics of measurement data are modeled, including spatial and temporal autocorrelation of values. The concentration field is utilized to assess the amount and type of error associated with spatial availability of ambient concentration and use of monitor-based exposure metrics in time-series studies. A manuscript is in preparation.

Chapter 6: Spatio-temporal Variability of Ambient Air Pollutants in Dallas, Texas: Implications for Time-Series Epidemiologic Studies

Chapter 6 describes a study exploring the spatio-temporal distribution of ambient air pollutants in Dallas, Texas. The methodology for characterization of measurement error due to spatial variability developed for Atlanta is applied to monitoring site data for Dallas. Measurement error due to spatial variability is assessed and the potential impact of this error on a planned time-series health study is discussed.

Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work

Chapter 7 provides conclusions of the dissertation and offers recommendations on future directions for this work.
CHAPTER 3

AMBIENT AIR POLLUTANT MEASUREMENT ERROR:
CHARACTERIZATION AND IMPACTS IN A TIME-SERIES
EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDY IN ATLANTA


Abstract

In time-series studies of ambient air pollution and health in large urban areas, measurement errors associated with instrument precision and spatial variability vary widely across pollutants. In this paper, we characterize these errors for selected air pollutants and estimate their impacts on epidemiologic results from an ongoing study of air pollution and emergency department visits in Atlanta. Error was modeled for daily measures of 12 air pollutants using collocated monitor data to characterize instrument precision and data from multiple study area monitors to estimate population-weighted spatial variance. Time-series simulations of instrument and spatial error were generated for each pollutant, added to a reference pollutant time-series, and used in a Poisson generalized linear model of air pollution and cardiovascular emergency department visits. Reductions in risk ratio due to instrument precision error were less than 6%. Error due to spatial variability resulted in average risk ratio reductions of less than 16% for secondary pollutants (O₃, PM₂.₅ sulfate, nitrate and ammonium) and between 43% and 68% for primary pollutants (NOₓ, NO₂, SO₂, CO, PM₂.₅ elemental carbon); pollutants of mixed
origin (PM$_{10}$, PM$_{2.5}$, PM$_{2.5}$ organic carbon) had intermediate impacts. Quantifying impacts of measurement error on health effect estimates improves interpretation across ambient pollutants.

### 3.1 Introduction

Exposure measurement error is inherent to time-series studies of ambient air pollution and health in large populations and its assessment has been cited as a research priority (Brauer et al. 2003; Brunekreef and Holgate 2002; Jerrett et al. 2005; National Research Council 2001; US Environmental Protection Agency 2009). Zeger et al. (2000) describe three components of measurement error: (1) differences between individual exposures and average personal exposure, (2) differences between average personal exposure and ambient levels, and (3) differences between measured and true ambient concentrations. In this paper, we investigate this third component of measurement error, which can be divided into two subcategories (National Research Council 1998): (a) instrument error, which results from inaccuracy and imprecision in the ambient monitor observations, and (b) spatial error, which results from the inability of a single time-series to accurately represent the ambient levels throughout the study area.

Instrument error can be examined through analysis of measurements from collocated monitors. Discrepancy between independent measurements at the same location may be due to instrument calibration and drift, as well as errors in sample preparation, collection, analysis, data acquisition, and data processing. Uncertainty estimates based on laboratory tests often underestimate error associated with actual use of the instrument when assessed from collocated instrument data (Hyslop and White 2008; White et al. 2005).

A second source of error addressed here is that resulting from the use of a single measure (e.g., central monitor data or spatial average estimates using data from multiple monitors) to characterize ambient pollutant levels over a study area. Both micro- and
macro-scale variations in ambient air pollution have been observed in metropolitan areas (Hewitt 1991). Spatial variation, if not independent of ambient concentration, can bias effect estimates in time-series health studies. Sheppard et al. (2005) found that measurement error resulting from spatial variability led to an attenuation of acute health effect estimates of 7.7% for PM$_{2.5}$ mass when exposure was estimated from a single monitor. Wilson et al. (2007) observed associations between ambient PM$_{2.5}$ and cardiovascular mortality to be lower in geographical subpopulations farther from a central monitoring site compared with populations close to the central site in a daily time-series study. While investigating three spatial models in a study of airborne particles and respiratory emergency hospital admissions, Chen et al. (2007) found that effect estimates of PM$_{10}$ were underestimated when a non-spatial approach was used. In a recent study of ambient air pollution and emergency department visits, effect estimates for spatially heterogeneous pollutants (CO and NO$_2$) were dependent on which monitor was used, whereas observed associations for spatially homogeneous pollutants (O$_3$ and PM$_{2.5}$) were similar regardless of the monitoring site (Sarnat et al. 2010). These results suggest that there may be greater attenuation of health risk estimates for spatially heterogeneous primary pollutants than for spatially homogeneous secondary pollutants, as one might expect.

In this paper, we address the need for a comprehensive examination of measurement error impacts on health risk estimates in a study of air pollution and emergency department (ED) visits for cardiovascular disease (CVD) in Atlanta. Our objectives were, first, to characterize and model measurement error using ambient air monitoring data, and, second, to assess the impact of measurement error by rerunning epidemiologic models using reference pollutant data with modeled error added. For selected ambient air pollutants in the metropolitan Atlanta region, we provide a detailed characterization of both instrument precision error and error due to spatial variability as these errors have been previously demonstrated to be the relevant sources of potential
bias in regression coefficients in time-series studies (Carrothers and Evans 2000). This study is limited to variability in ambient air pollution as assessed from regulatory and regional study monitors at fixed locations throughout the area of interest; micro-scale variability, such as that associated with near-roadway concentrations, is not addressed; nor is temporal micro-scale variability addressed, such as that associated with meteorological events on sub-hour time scales. Micro-scale spatial and temporal variability in pollutant levels may be sources of error in etiologic investigations of acute health effects from air pollution, but this study examines the impact of error on health risk estimates for ambient levels of pollutants measured in accordance with regulatory specifications. Finally, this study addresses the effects of instrument imprecision and spatial variability, not the effects of instrument inaccuracy and spatial heterogeneity (e.g. urban-rural differences in primary air pollutant concentrations). The former result in day-to-day lack of correlation between air pollutant measurements at either the same location with different instruments or at different locations; the latter reflect systematic differences in pollutant concentration measurements between instruments or over space.

### 3.2 Methods

Our approach for characterizing measurement error and assessing its impact in a time-series health study involves five steps: (1) collection of ambient air pollutant data; (2) characterization of instrument precision by analyzing collocated instrument data; (3) characterization of spatial variability using geostatistical methods; (4) generation of simulations by adding modeled error to reference pollutant data; (5) use of the simulations in epidemiologic models and comparison of results with those obtained using the reference time-series data. Methods used in each of these steps follow.
3.2.1 Ambient Air Pollutant Data

Twelve pollutants were assessed: NO$_2$, NO$_x$, O$_3$, SO$_2$, CO, PM$_{10}$ mass, PM$_{2.5}$ mass, and PM$_{2.5}$ components sulfate (SO$_4$), nitrate (NO$_3$), ammonium (NH$_4$), elemental carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC). Metropolitan Atlanta area monitors are shown in Figure 3.1. Air pollution measurements from three sources were utilized: the US EPA’s Air Quality System (AQS), including State and Local Air Monitoring System and Speciation Trends Network for PM$_{2.5}$ component measurements; the Southeastern Aerosol Research and Characterization Study (SEARCH) network (Hansen et al. 2003), including the Atlanta EPA supersite at Jefferson Street (Solomon et al. 2003b); and the Assessment of Spatial Aerosol Composition in Atlanta (ASACA) network (Butler et al. 2003). To assess measurement error due to instrument imprecision and spatial variability, 1999-2004 datasets were used, except where noted.

Figure 3.1. Map of 20-county metropolitan Atlanta study area. Census tracts, interstate highways, and ambient air pollutant monitoring sites are shown.
For several pollutants, different measurement methods were used. SEARCH monitors (sites A and B) independently measure NO and NO$_2$, whereas the AQS NO$_x$ measurement may include additional oxides of nitrogen. For SO$_2$ measurement, less SO$_2$ is lost by water condensation in the SEARCH sampling system than in the AQS measurement. For PM$_{2.5}$ mass measurements, both Federal Reference Method (FRM) instruments, which provide 24-hr average filter-based measurements, and Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) instruments, which provide 1-hr semi-continuous data, were used. The TEOM analyzers were operated to minimize loss of semi-volatiles (Edgerton et al. 2006). For PM$_{2.5}$ components, data were obtained from particle composition monitors (PCM) providing 24-hr filter samples, except for collocated data which were obtained using continuous methods. Ions (SO$_4$, NO$_3$, NH$_4$) were detected by chromatographic analysis; for carbon data, SEARCH uses the thermal optical reflectance method for differentiating EC and OC, whereas AQS uses the thermal optical transmittance method. The EC-OC split differs between these methods (Chow et al. 2001); however, the measures are highly correlated (Solomon et al. 2003a). The differences between measurement methods are expected to have little impact on the assessment of instrument error in this study because error here is based on the correlation, not the bias, between measurements.

3.2.2 Instrument Precision

Collocated instrument data during 1999-2004 were available for NO$_2$, NO$_x$ and O$_3$ at Yorkville (Figure 3.1, site B) from AQS and SEARCH monitors. For PM$_{2.5}$ total mass and major components, collocated filter-based measurements and unadjusted continuous data (Edgerton et al. 2006) at the Jefferson Street SEARCH site (Figure 3.1, site A) were used over the six-year period 2002-2007. For SO$_2$, CO and PM$_{10}$, collocated instrument data were not available.
Continuous PM$_{2.5}$ ion measurements tend to underestimate concentrations (Chow et al. 2008; Hogrefe et al. 2004), which has been attributed to excess water in the instrument and reductions in flash volatilization efficiency at high concentrations (Chow et al. 2008; Long and McClenny 2006). For carbon fractions, the filter-based EC and OC measurements by TOR analysis were compared with aethalometer measurement of black carbon and a semi-continuous total carbon measurement with the aethalometer black carbon subtracted, respectively. Compounded error in the continuous OC estimates is expected to result in conservatively high estimates of instrument error for this pollutant.

3.2.3 Spatial Variability

The semivariogram provides information on the spatial correlation of data and has been used previously for air pollutant data (Casado et al. 1994; Wade et al. 2006). In this study, modified semivariograms were used to assess spatial variability error over the entire six-year study period. In the raw semivariogram, $\gamma(h)$, defined here as one-half of the variance of the differences between observations ($C_j$ and $C_k$) at two locations ($j$ and $k$) located a distance $h$ apart over all days, is plotted versus $h$. Here, the semivariance is normalized by the temporal variance of the average of two observations to yield a scaled semivariance, $\gamma'$.

$$
\gamma'(h) \equiv \frac{\text{Var}\left(\frac{C_j - C_k}{2}\right)}{\text{Var}\left(\frac{C_j + C_k}{2}\right)} = \frac{\text{spatial semivariance}}{\text{temporal variance}} \quad (3.1)
$$

Thus, $\gamma'$ represents the spatial semivariance scaled to a quantity indicative of the range of exposures over which health risk is being assessed; it is unitless and allows for comparison across pollutants. It can be shown that this scaled semivariance is related to the Pearson correlation coefficient ($R$) between observations at two sites as follows (Wade et al. 2006).
Thus, a scaled semivariance value of 0 corresponds to perfectly correlated observations (R = 1) and a value of 1 corresponds to perfectly uncorrelated observations (R = 0). The scaled semivariance as defined by eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 is, therefore, a measure of spatial variability for the entire study period that can be compared across pollutants. Since the power to observe an association in a time-series health study depends on the temporal variability of pollutant concentrations, the impact of error due to spatial variability will depend on how large the spatial variance is relative to the temporal variance, evaluated for the entire study population over the entire study period.

Assuming the spatial variation of air pollutants to be isotropic, the scaled semivariance was modeled as a function of the distance between observations, \( h \), as follows.

\[
\gamma'(h) = \frac{1 - R(h)}{1 + R(h)}
\]  

(3.2)

Here, \( \gamma'_o \), called the nugget, is the semivariance when monitors are collocated and, therefore, represents instrument precision error scaled by the temporal variance. Collocated monitor data were analyzed to determine the nugget semivariance and, thus, characterize instrument precision error. The sill, \( \gamma'_s + \gamma'_o \), is the asymptote of the semivariance, and the range, \( 3a_e \), is the distance at which 95% of the sill is reached. The exponential model above provided a reasonable fit to the data, as will be shown.

We used the theoretical semivariogram to compute an average scaled semivariance relative to the urban center for the entire study population for each pollutant. Data from the 2000 census for 660 tracts in the metropolitan Atlanta study area were used to develop the following relationship between population density, \( P(r) \), and distance from the urban center, \( r \) (Figure A.1).
\[ P(r) = Ae^{-Br} \] (3.4)

Parameters \( A \) and \( B \) are regression coefficients. This relationship (eq. 3.4) was used with the modeled semivariogram (eq. 3.3) to calculate an integrated population-weighted semivariance, \( \bar{\gamma} \), for each pollutant.

\[
\bar{\gamma} = \frac{\int_0^R \gamma'(r)P(r)rdr}{\int_0^R P(r)rdr} = \gamma'_o + \gamma'_e \left\{ 1 - \left( \frac{B}{B + a_e^{-1}} \right)^2 \left( \frac{(BR + a_e^{-1}R + 1)e^{-(B+a_e^{-1})R} - 1}{(BR + 1)e^{-BR} - 1} \right) \right\} \] (3.5)

Here, the radius of the Atlanta study area, \( R \), is 80 km, \( B \) is 0.052 km\(^{-1}\); the nugget (\( \gamma'_o \)), partial sill (\( \gamma'_e \)) and range (3\( a_e \)) are determined for each pollutant (Table A.1). Since a non-zero nugget is included in the integration, the population-weighted semivariance includes instrument imprecision effects. We hypothesize that this integrated scaled semivariance can be used to predict the impact of error due to spatial variability on health risk estimation.

### 3.2.4 Simulations

To develop simulated datasets with modeled instrument and spatial error added to measurements, the steps shown in Figure 3.2 were taken. First, a reference time-series was chosen so that impacts on health effect estimates of adding error for each pollutant could be compared to the same base case. Based on preliminary epidemiologic model results, we chose the 1-hr maximum CO time-series at a central monitor (site A) as our base case because of its significant positive association with ED visits for CVD. Site A was chosen as the base case because it is a former EPA supersite and is heavily used in epidemiologic studies in Atlanta. Second, the log-normally distributed CO concentrations were normalized to avoid negative concentrations and preserve log-normality after error is added.
\[
\chi_i^* = \frac{\ln C_i - \mu_{\ln C}}{\sigma_{\ln C}}
\]  

(3.6)

Here, \(\chi_i^*\) is the normalized concentration on day \(i\) and \(\mu_{\ln C}\) and \(\sigma_{\ln C}\) are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the log concentrations over all days; thus, the mean and standard deviation of \(\chi_i^*\) are 0 and 1, respectively. Third, error in the normalized concentration was modeled as a function of concentration based on the observed dependence of error on pollutant concentration.

\[
\epsilon_{\chi_i} = N_i a C_i^b
\]  

(3.7)

Here, \(\epsilon_{\chi_i}\) is the modeled error in \(\chi_i^*\) for day \(i\), \(N_i\) is a random number with distribution \(\sim N(0,1)\) and inclusive of short-term temporal autocorrelation, and \(a\) and \(b\) are constants obtained by optimization under the constraints described below. Fourth, the simulated error was introduced to normalized data (eq. 3.8), and, fifth, to provide simulations of CO data with error added that have similar distributions to the original CO data, these were denormalized (eq. 3.9).

\[
\chi_i = \chi_i^* + \epsilon_{\chi_i}
\]  

(3.8)

\[
Z_i = \exp\left(\frac{\chi_i}{\sigma_{\chi_i}} \frac{\sigma_{\ln C}}{\sigma_{\ln C}} + \mu_{\ln C}\right)
\]  

(3.9)

Here, \(\sigma_{\chi_i}\) is the standard deviation of \(\chi_i\), which is slightly larger than 1 due to the error added to \(\chi_i^*\). Thus, the simulations with error added (\(Z_i\)) have the same log mean and standard deviation as the central monitor CO data. These simulations represent alternative time-series derived from the same base case (i.e. the “true” time-series, \(Z^*\)) with error added and with similar distributions as the base case.
For each pollutant, two semivariograms were constructed, one using log-concentration data and the other using concentration data directly. The corresponding two semivariogram nuggets and two population-weighted semivariances provide constraints for optimizing $a$ and $b$ for instrument imprecision and spatial variability, respectively. These constraints are calculated from the semivariogram nuggets and population-weighted semivariances by inverting eq. 3.2, as shown in eq. 3.10 and eq. 3.11, respectively.

$$R_o = \frac{1 - \gamma'}{1 + \gamma'} \quad (3.10)$$

$$\overline{R} = \frac{1 - \gamma}{1 + \gamma} \quad (3.11)$$

For instrument error, since the relationship between measurements is known but the relationship between measurement and truth is not, simulated time-series datasets are constrained to have inter-correlations, $R(Z_1, Z_2)$ and $R(lnZ_1, lnZ_2)$, that equal those from

Figure 3.2. Time-series simulation flow chart. For each error type and each pollutant, the procedure was repeated 20 times to obtain average of $a$ and $b$, then repeated without optimization (dashed lines) to generate 1000 simulated time-series.
collocated instruments ($R_0$). It was found that these constraints yielded error of the same magnitude and concentration dependence as observed in the data (Figure A.2). For spatial error, defined here as the error that results from extrapolating central site exposures to locations removed from the central site, simulated time-series datasets are constrained to have correlations with the base case, $R(\ln Z, \ln Z^*)$ and $R(Z, Z^*)$, that equal the average of correlations of ambient pollution time-series datasets at residences of all people in the study area with a central ambient pollutant time-series ($\bar{R}$). This optimization procedure was repeated 20 times to obtain average $a$ and $b$ values for use in 1000 Monte Carlo simulations.

Three measurement error models were developed for each of 12 pollutants in order to simulate three scenarios: (1) instrument error with semivariogram nuggets constrained and temporal autocorrelation of error included; (2) spatial error with population-weighted semivariances constrained and temporal autocorrelation of error included; (3) spatial error simulations with population-weighted semivariances constrained but without temporal autocorrelation of error included. Thus, 36 sets of 1000 simulated time-series for the six-year period 1999-2004 of central monitor (site A) CO data with error added were produced.

### 3.2.5 Epidemiologic Model

Relationships between daily measures of ambient air pollution and daily counts of ED visits for CVD (including ischemic heart disease, dysrhythmia, congestive heart failure, and peripheral/cerebrovascular disease) were assessed using methods described elsewhere (Metzger et al. 2004) and briefly summarized here. There were 166,950 ED visits for CVD in the 20-county metropolitan Atlanta area during 1999-2004. Lag 0 associations between daily pollutant concentration and the daily count of ED visits were assessed using Poisson generalized linear models that accounted for overdispersion. The general form of the epidemiologic model is
\[
\log[E(Y_i)] = \alpha + \beta Z_i + \gamma_{\text{confounders}}_i
\]  

(3.12)

where \(Y_i\) is the count of emergency department visits on day \(i\), \(Z_i\) is the pollutant concentration on day \(i\) at a central monitor, and \(\text{confounders}_i\) is the vector of potential confounders on day \(i\). The specific potential confounders included in the model were indicator variables for day-of-week, season, and when a hospital entered or left the study; cubic terms for maximum temperature and dew point; and a cubic spline with monthly knots for day of follow-up. The parameter \(\alpha\) is the intercept, \(\beta\) is the log of the rate ratio for a change in pollutant concentration, and \(\gamma\) is the vector of regression coefficients for the suspected confounders included in the model. The risk ratio (\(RR\)) is given by eq. 3.13.

\[
RR = e^\beta
\]  

(3.13)

Using data from the central monitor (site A), preliminary epidemiologic assessments were performed for all air pollutants and ED visits for CVD. Consistent with previous findings (Metzger et al. 2004), significant positive associations were found for several traffic-related pollutants, including 1-hr maximum \(\text{NO}_x\), 1-hr maximum \(\text{CO}\) and 24-hr average \(\text{EC}\). To compare the impacts of adding error across all pollutants, we selected 1-hr maximum \(\text{CO}\) for our base case time-series. Monte Carlo simulations of instrument and spatial error added for each pollutant to the base case were used to test the impact of measurement error on epidemiologic analyses. With this approach, the actual central monitor \(\text{CO}\) observations are considered the “true” values \((Z^*)\), and the simulated datasets with error added are the “measured” values \((Z)\). A total of 36,000 epidemiologic analyses were performed using simulated time-series.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Ambient Air Quality Data

Daily metrics for 12 ambient air pollutants were calculated: 1-hr maximum \(\text{NO}_2\), \(\text{NO}_x\), \(\text{SO}_2\) and \(\text{CO}\), 8-hr maximum \(\text{O}_3\), and 24-hr average \(\text{PM}_{10}\), \(\text{PM}_{2.5}\) and \(\text{PM}_{2.5}\)
components NO$_3$, SO$_4$, NH$_4$, EC and OC. These measures were found to be best described by lognormal distributions. Lognormal distribution properties (geometric mean, $\mu_g$, and standard deviation, $\sigma_g$) for all 12 pollutants measured at the central SEARCH monitor (site A) and at the rural SEARCH monitor (site B) are listed in Table 3.1. Data completeness for 1999-2004 (2,192 days) ranged from 82% to 97% across the pollutants. Levels of primary pollutants (NO$_2$, NO$_x$, SO$_2$, CO and EC) are much higher at the urban monitor and much less spatially correlated (urban-rural R ranging from 0.10 to 0.43). For pollutants of largely secondary origin (O$_3$, NO$_3$, SO$_4$ and NH$_4$), the average levels are similar at urban and rural sites and the spatial correlation is much higher (urban-rural R ranging from 0.72 to 0.92). Pollutants of mixed origin (PM$_{2.5}$, PM$_{10}$ and OC) have an intermediate level of spatial heterogeneity and spatial correlation.

Table 3.1. Lognormal distribution properties of urban (site A) and rural (site B) SEARCH monitors, 1999-2004; collocated instrument and urban-rural spatial Pearson correlation coefficients are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>urban (site A)</th>
<th>rural (site B)</th>
<th>collocated</th>
<th>urban-rural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu_g$</td>
<td>$\sigma_g$</td>
<td>$\mu_g$</td>
<td>$\sigma_g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>38.1 ppb</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>7.74 ppb</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>86.8 ppb</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>8.39 ppb</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>35.8 ppb</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>45.2 ppb</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>11.4 ppb</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>6.32 ppb</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>0.89 ppm</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.24 ppm</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>23.8 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>17.2 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>15.2 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>11.5 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>3.85 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.71 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.74 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.63 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>2.02 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.97 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>1.28 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.57 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>3.79 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.70 $\mu$g/m$^3$</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Yorkville (site B), SEARCH and AQS monitors, 1999-2004
$^b$ Jefferson St (site A), filter-based and continuous monitors, 2002-2007
$^c$ Yorkville (site B), two filter-based FRM instruments, 2002-2008
$^d$ Centreville, Alabama, two filter-based instruments, 2001-2008
3.3.2 Instrument Precision Error

The collocated instrument correlations in Table 3.1 are indicative of the amount of instrument error for each pollutant. For PM$_{2.5}$ total mass and major constituents, the correlations between filter-based measurements and measurements using continuous methods are lower than correlations between collocated data from a Centreville, Alabama site using identical filter-based instruments (shown in parentheses). Thus, our instrument error estimations are conservative in that they include some variability due to different instruments or analytical methods. The collocated OC observations were least correlated, likely due to compounded error in the continuous OC measurement involving taking the difference between total carbon and black carbon observations.

Collocated instrument time-series were used to calculate nugget semivariance values on a concentration basis and a log-concentration basis, which characterize instrument precision in the error simulation model. In the case of CO, SO$_2$ and PM$_{10}$ for which we did not have collocated instrument data, a value fitted by the semivariogram was used. All nugget semivariance values are listed in Table A.1.

In general, instrument error was observed to increase with increasing concentration; this concentration dependence was modeled via eq. 3.7. Short-term temporal autocorrelation of error was also observed, with correlation coefficients averaged across all pollutants of 0.59 ± 0.13 (standard deviation) and 0.33 ± 0.17 for one-day and two-day lags, respectively; this was modeled by using a three-day running average of random numbers for $N_i$ (eq. 3.7). The desired level of error autocorrelation was verified in all models, as was the concentration dependence of the magnitude of error. The most extreme outliers in the observed error were not captured, however (Figure A.2).
3.3.3 Spatial Variability Error

Correlations between observations from all pairs of monitors measuring the same pollutant during 1999-2004 were calculated on a concentration basis and log concentration basis. As shown in Figure 3.1, there were six NO2 and NOx monitoring sites, five sites each for SO2, CO and O3 (with three O3 sites providing only March-November data), eight PM10 sites (with five providing data only every 6 days), nine PM2.5 mass sites (with four providing data only every 3 days), and five sites with PM2.5 composition monitors. Scaled semivariograms were constructed for both concentrations and log concentrations, using eq. 3.2, and plotted as a function of distance between monitors. In Figure 3.3, log concentration semivariograms are shown for all pollutants. Exponential theoretical semivariograms were fit to the data (eq. 3.3) by using least squares regression to determine the range, assuming a sill of 1 and using a nugget derived from the instrument precision analysis.
Figure 3.3. Semivariograms for the log normalized pollutant concentrations. Exponential curves are fitted to the data. Similar semivariograms were constructed for normalized pollutant concentrations.

Secondary pollutants (O$_3$, NO$_3$, SO$_4$ and NH$_4$) have large range values (from 1100 km to 3000 km), indicating their greater spatial autocorrelation. Primary pollutants (NO$_2$, NO$_x$, SO$_2$, CO and EC), conversely, have lower range values (from 100 to 330 km), demonstrating greater spatial variability of these pollutants. Scatter in the raw semivariogram suggests a degree of anisotropic behavior (i.e. directional dependence) in the data in addition to observational error.

Population-weighted semivariances were derived from both the concentration and log concentration semivariograms (Table A.1). While nuggets were all small (<0.1), indicative of low levels of instrument error, population-weighted semivariograms suggest much larger error due to spatial variability. As mentioned previously, secondary pollutants exhibit much less spatial variability than primary pollutants. Ozone exhibits the least spatial variability, and SO$_2$ the most. Moreover, SO$_2$ spatial variability is likely underestimated due to an insufficient number of monitors for this pollutant whose emissions are dominated by a few point sources.
3.3.4 Simulations with Modeled Error Added

Optimization yielded values of parameters $a$ and $b$ that were very similar across the 10 trials (Table A.2) for each error type and each pollutant, indicative of a relatively stable solution to the error model optimization routine. After optimization of model parameters $a$ and $b$, 1000 simulations were generated for each pollutant by adding instrument precision error and error due to spatial variability, both with and without temporal autocorrelation, to the reference time-series via the procedure outlined in Figure 3.2. Average correlation coefficients between simulations agreed with expected values, with wider ranges of results from spatial error models of primary pollutants (Figure A.3). The range of simulation results is consistent with the observed variability in yearly inter-monitor covariance.

3.3.5 Error Impact on Health Risk Assessment

For the base case of 1-hr maximum CO exposures ($Z^*$) and CVD outcomes, a risk ratio of 1.0139 was observed, with p-value of 0.000009. Differences between this result and results from the regression of the same health outcome data against the simulations with error added instead of the CO data reflect the impact of error. Results of 1000 epidemiologic models for 12 air pollutants and three error scenarios are summarized in Table 2. The degree to which the risk ratio observed using the simulations is decreased toward one (the null hypothesis) from the risk ratio observed using the base case data can be expressed as a percent bias-to-null in the risk ratio.

$$RR\ percent\ bias\ -\ to\ -\ null = \left(\frac{e^{\beta^*} - e^\beta}{e^{\beta^*} - 1}\right) \times 100\% \approx \left(1 - \frac{\beta^*}{\beta}\right) \times 100\% \quad (3.14)$$

Here, $\beta^*$ is the effect estimator when CO central monitor data ($Z^*$) were used in the epidemiologic model and $\beta$ is the effect estimator when simulations with error added ($Z$) were used.
Table 3.2. Average risk ratios and median p-values for 1000 trials with error added to base case. Base case results: RR = 1.0139, p-value = 0.000009. For spatial error, interquartile ranges are shown in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>instrument error</th>
<th>spatial error</th>
<th>spatial error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR per ppm</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>RR per ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO₂</td>
<td>1.0133</td>
<td>0.000021</td>
<td>1.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0026 - 1.0065)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0236 - 0.362)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NOₓ</td>
<td>1.0132</td>
<td>0.000018</td>
<td>1.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0057 - 1.0100)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0053 - 0.119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O₃</td>
<td>1.0139</td>
<td>0.0000010</td>
<td>1.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0011 - 1.0018)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00011 - 0.0018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO₂</td>
<td>1.0132</td>
<td>0.000026</td>
<td>1.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0057 - 1.0100)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0053 - 0.425)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>1.0131</td>
<td>0.000020</td>
<td>1.0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0039 - 1.0077)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0073 - 0.172)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₀₁₀</td>
<td>1.0131</td>
<td>0.000027</td>
<td>1.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0085 - 1.0102)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00025 - 0.0089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₀₁₅</td>
<td>1.0138</td>
<td>0.000016</td>
<td>1.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0013 - 1.0139)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000027 - 0.00070)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₀₁₅-SO₂</td>
<td>1.0134</td>
<td>0.000015</td>
<td>1.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0010 - 1.0133)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000019 - 0.00047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₀₁₅-NO₃</td>
<td>1.0143</td>
<td>0.000011</td>
<td>1.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0128 - 1.0160)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000032 - 0.00081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₀₁₅-NH₄</td>
<td>1.0141</td>
<td>0.000020</td>
<td>1.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0101 - 1.0134)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000091 - 0.0032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₀₁₅-EC</td>
<td>1.0134</td>
<td>0.000022</td>
<td>1.0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0050 - 1.0107)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0071 - 0.192)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₀₁₅-OC</td>
<td>1.0132</td>
<td>0.000045</td>
<td>1.0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0084 - 1.0118)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000024 - 0.0092)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The addition of instrument precision error to monitor data was found to have little impact on risk ratio and significance estimates. Average risk ratios ranged from 1.0131 to 1.0143 (compared to 1.0139), and median p-values ranged from 0.000010 to 0.000045 (compared to 0.000009). In comparison, the impact of error due to spatial variability was much larger. Loss of significance of association at the 95% level was observed for SO₂ and NO₂. For primary pollutants, risk ratios on average ranged from 1.0045 for SO₂ to 1.0079 for NOₓ, corresponding to average bias-to-null estimates of 68 to 43%, respectively. For pollutants largely of secondary origin, the results exhibited less bias-to-null, with risk ratios on average ranging from 1.0117 for NH₄ to 1.0145 for NO₃; these correspond to average bias-to-null estimates of less than 16%. For pollutants of mixed
origin, intermediate levels of bias-to-null were observed. The presence of temporal autocorrelation in spatial error slightly decreased the bias-to-null and increased significance, likely due to the fact that the air pollution data themselves have temporal autocorrelation.

In Figure 3.4, average values of the bias-to-null from all models are shown as a function of the integrated scaled semivariance, which is a measure of the magnitude of error added. These results support our hypothesis that the impact of error due to spatial variability depends on how large the spatial variance is relative to the temporal variance, evaluated for the entire study population over the entire study period.

Figure 3.4. Percent reduction in risk ratio due to instrument precision error and spatial variability error versus semivariogram nugget ($\gamma_n$) and integrated population-weighted semivariance ($\gamma$), respectively, on concentration basis with one-sided error bars indicating the standard deviation of the 1000 simulations. Spatial variability error points are labeled in order of increasing $\gamma'$. For reference, a one-to-one line is shown.
This investigation was limited to error associated with the lack of correlation between exposure measurements. Results are limited to single pollutant analyses. Our results can be used directly to re-interpret results from single pollutant models across multiple pollutants, with health effect estimator attenuation varying across pollutants. Our modeling framework could be extended for use in multi-pollutant models as well by including joint variance effects in the semivariogram analysis.

In this paper, we have shown the relative impacts of measurement error on health risk assessment using simulated time-series of ambient levels. The amount of error was derived from observations; however, bias in the health response estimate is dependent on both the amount and type of measurement error. In terms of the latter, two extremes in the conceptual framework for error type have been proposed: classical error and Berkson error (Sheppard et al. 2005; Zeger et al. 2000). The type of error simulated in this work is neither classical nor Berkson (Figures A.4 and A.5). In ongoing work, we are exploring the impact of varying error type, while keeping the amount of error constant, on health effect estimation by relaxing the assumption that the simulations with error added have the same distribution as the true values.
CHAPTER 4

IMPACT OF EXPOSURE MEASUREMENT ERROR IN AIR POLLUTION EPIDEMIOLOGY: EFFECT OF ERROR TYPE IN TIME-SERIES STUDIES

(Goldman GT, Mulholland JA, Russell AG, Strickland MJ, Klein M, Waller LA, Tolbert PE. *Environmental Health*, 10: 61)

Abstract

Background
Two distinctly different types of measurement error are Berkson and classical. Impacts of measurement error in epidemiologic studies of ambient air pollution are expected to depend on error type. We characterize measurement error due to instrument imprecision and spatial variability as multiplicative (i.e. additive on the log scale) and model it over a range of error types to assess impacts on risk ratio estimates both on a per measurement unit basis and on a per interquartile range (IQR) basis in a time-series study in Atlanta.

Methods
Daily measures of twelve ambient air pollutants were analyzed: NO$_2$, NO$_x$, O$_3$, SO$_2$, CO, PM$_{10}$ mass, PM$_{2.5}$ mass, and PM$_{2.5}$ components sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, elemental carbon and organic carbon. Semivariogram analysis was applied to assess spatial variability. Error due to this spatial variability was added to a reference pollutant time-series on the log scale using Monte Carlo simulations. Each of these time-series was exponentiated and introduced to a Poisson generalized linear model of cardiovascular disease emergency department visits.
Results
Measurement error resulted in reduced statistical significance for the risk ratio estimates for all amounts (corresponding to different pollutants) and types of error. When modeled as classical-type error, risk ratios were attenuated, particularly for primary air pollutants, with average attenuation in risk ratios on a per unit of measurement basis ranging from 18% to 92% and on an IQR basis ranging from 18% to 86%. When modeled as Berkson-type error, risk ratios per unit of measurement were biased away from the null hypothesis by 2% to 31%, whereas risk ratios per IQR were attenuated (i.e. biased toward the null) by 5% to 34%. For CO modeled error amount, a range of error types were simulated and effects on risk ratio bias and significance were observed.

Conclusions
For multiplicative error, both the amount and type of measurement error impact health effect estimates in air pollution epidemiology. By modeling instrument imprecision and spatial variability as different error types, we estimate direction and magnitude of the effects of error over a range of error types.

4.1 Background
The issue of measurement error is unavoidable in epidemiologic studies of air pollution (Sarnat et al. 2007). Although methods for dealing with this measurement error have been proposed (Carroll et al. 1995; Fuller 1987) and applied to air pollution epidemiology specifically (Dominici et al. 2000; Strand et al. 2006), the issue remains a central concern in the field (Ren and Tong 2008). Because large-scale time-series studies often use single central monitoring sites to characterize community exposure to ambient concentrations (Wilson et al. 2005), uncertainties arise regarding the extent to which these monitors are representative of exposure. Zeger et al. (Zeger et al. 2000) identify three components of measurement error: (1) the difference between individual exposures and average personal exposure, (2) the difference between average personal exposure and
ambient levels, and (3) the difference between measured and true ambient concentrations. While the former two components of error can have a sizeable impact on epidemiologic findings that address etiologic questions of health effects and personal exposure, it is the third component that is particularly relevant in time-series studies that address questions of the health benefits of ambient regulation (Carrothers and Evans 2000).

Prior studies have suggested that the impact of measurement error on time-series health studies differs depending upon the type of error introduced (Armstrong 1998; Sheppard et al. 2005; Zeger et al. 2000). Two distinctly different types of error have been identified. One type is classical error, in which measurements, $Z_i$, vary randomly about true concentrations, $Z_i^*$; this can be considered the case for instrument error associated with ambient monitors. That is, instrument error is independent of the true ambient level, such that $\operatorname{E}[Z_i \mid Z_i^*] = Z_i^*$. Moreover, the variation in the measurements, $Z_i$, is expected to be greater than the variation in the true values, $Z_i^*$. Therefore, classical error is expected to attenuate the effect estimate in time-series epidemiologic studies. In contrast, under a Berkson error framework, the true ambient, $Z_i^*$, varies randomly about the measurement, $Z_i$. This might be the case, for example, of a measured population average over the study area with true individual ambient levels varying randomly about this population average measurement. In this case, measurement error is independent of the measured population average ambient; that is, $\operatorname{E}[Z_i^* \mid Z_i] = Z_i$. Furthermore, the measurement, $Z_i$, is less variable than the true ambient level, $Z_i^*$. A purely Berkson error is expected to yield an unbiased effect estimate, provided that the true dose-response is linear (Fuller 1987).

Several studies have investigated the impact of error type on regression models. The simultaneous impact of classical and Berkson errors in a parametric regression estimating radon exposure has been investigated (Reeves et al. 1998) and error type has
been assessed in a semiparametric Bayesian setting looking at exposure to radiation from nuclear testing (Li et al. 2007; Mallick et al. 2002); however, no study to date has comprehensively assessed the impact of error type across multiple pollutants for instrument imprecision and spatial variability in a time-series context.

Error type depends on the relationship between the distribution of measurements and the distribution of true values. Because true relevant exposure in environmental epidemiologic studies is not known exactly, determination of error type is challenging; thus, here we examine the impact of error modeled as two distinctly different types: classical and Berkson. First, we examine monitor data to assess whether error is better modeled on a logged or unlogged basis. Typically, researchers investigating error type have added error on an unlogged basis, e.g. (Armstrong 1998; Zeger et al. 2000); however, air pollution data are more often lognormal due to atmospheric dynamics and concentration levels that are never less than zero. It is plausible that true ambient exposures are distributed lognormally about a population average as well; therefore, measurement error may be best described as additive error on the log scale. We investigate the combined error from two sources that have been previously identified as relevant in time-series studies: (1) instrument precision error and (2) error due to spatial variability (Carrothers and Evans 2000). We limit our scope to ambient levels of pollutants measured in accordance with regulatory specifications, disregarding spatial microscale variability, such as near roadway concentrations, as well as temporal microscale variability, such as that associated with meteorological events on sub-hour time scales. Here, building on a previously developed model for the amount of error associated with selected ambient air pollutants (Goldman et al. 2010), we quantitatively assess the effect of error type on the impacts of measurement error on epidemiologic results from an ongoing study of air pollution and emergency department visits in Atlanta.
4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Air Pollutant Data

Daily metrics of 12 ambient air pollutants were studied: 1-hr maximum NO₂, NOₓ, SO₂ and CO, 8-hr maximum O₃, and 24-hr average PM₁₀, PM₂.₅ and PM₂.₅ components sulfate (SO₄), nitrate (NO₃), ammonium (NH₄), elemental carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC). Observations were obtained from three monitoring networks: the US EPA’s Air Quality System (AQS), including State and Local Air Monitoring System and Speciation Trends Network for PM₂.₅ component measurements; the Southeastern Aerosol Research and Characterization Study (SEARCH) network (Hansen et al. 2003), including the Atlanta EPA supersite at Jefferson Street (Solomon et al. 2003b); and the Assessment of Spatial Aerosol Composition in Atlanta (ASACA) network (Butler et al. 2003). Locations of the monitoring sites are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Map of 20-county metropolitan Atlanta study area. Census tracts, expressways, and ambient air pollutant monitoring sites are shown.
To assess error due to instrument imprecision and spatial variability of ambient concentrations, 1999-2004 datasets were used for the 12 pollutants with data completeness for this time period (2,192 days) ranging from 82% to 97%. Data from collocated instruments were used to characterize instrument precision error. Measurement methods and data quality are discussed in detail in our prior work (Goldman et al. 2010). Distributions of all air pollutant measures more closely approximate lognormal distributions than normal distributions (see Table B.1); therefore, additive error was characterized and modeled on a log concentration basis so that simulations with error added to a base case time-series would also have lognormal distributions.

4.2.2 Measurement Error Model

The measurement error model description here highlights differences from our previous work in which error type effects were not addressed (Goldman et al. 2010). In this study, a time-series of observed data was taken to be the “true” time-series, $Z_t^*$, serving as a base case. Classical-like or Berkson-like error was added to this base case to produce a simulated time-series, $Z_t$, that represents a population-weighted average ambient time-series. Here, the asterisk refers to a true value (i.e. without error) as opposed to a value that contains error (i.e. the simulated values in this study). The choice of which pollutant to use for the true, or base case, time-series is arbitrary, as long as an association with a health endpoint has been observed with that pollutant. To develop simulated datasets with modeled instrument and spatial error added, the following steps were taken. Base case time-series data were normalized as follows.

$$\chi_t^* = \frac{\ln Z_t^* - \mu_{\ln Z^*}}{\sigma_{\ln Z^*}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Here, $\chi_t^*$ is the normalized log concentration on day $t$ and $\mu_{\ln Z^*}$ and $\sigma_{\ln Z^*}$ are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the log concentrations over all days $t$; thus, the
mean and standard deviation of $\chi^*_t$ are 0 and 1, respectively. Error in $\chi^*_t$ was modeled as multiplicative (i.e. additive on a log scale) as follows.

$$\varepsilon_{\chi_t} = N, \sigma_{err}$$ (4.2)

Here, $\varepsilon_{\chi_t}$ is the modeled error in $\chi^*_t$ for day $t$, $N$ is a random number with distribution $\sim N(0,1)$ and $\sigma_{err}$ is the standard deviation of error added, a parameter derived from the population-weighted semivariance to capture the amount of error present for each pollutant, as described in the next subsection. Short-term temporal autocorrelation observed in the differences between measurements was modeled using a three-day running average of random numbers for $N_t$ (Goldman et al. 2010).

To provide simulations of monitor data with error added ($Z_t$), the modeled error was added to normalized data and then the normalized data with error added were denormalized in two ways: one to simulate classical-like error (i.e. classical error on a log concentration basis, referred to here as type C error) and the other to simulate Berkson-like error (i.e. Berkson error on a log concentration basis, referred to here as type B error). Simulations with type C error are generated by eq. 4.3.

$$\chi_s = \chi^*_t + \varepsilon_{\chi_t}$$ (4.3)

Here, $\chi_s$ is the standardized simulated time-series (on the log scale) with type C error added and normal distribution $\sim N\left(0, \sqrt{1 + \sigma_{err}^2}\right)$. In this case of type C error, $\varepsilon_{\chi_t}$ and $\chi^*_t$ are independent (i.e. $E[R(\varepsilon_{\chi_t}, \chi^*_t)]=0$). For type B error, $\varepsilon_{\chi_t}$ and $\chi_t$ are independent (i.e. $E[R(\varepsilon_{\chi_t}, \chi_t)]=0$) and $\chi^*_t = \chi_t + \varepsilon_{\chi_t}$. It can be shown (see eqs. B.1-B.6) that simulations with type B error can be generated from the true time-series by eq. 4.4.

$$\chi_t = (\chi^*_t + \varepsilon_{\chi_t})/(1 + \sigma_{err}^2)$$ (4.4)
Here, $\chi_t$ is the standardized simulated time-series (on the log scale) with type B error added and normal distribution $\sim N\left(0, \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \sigma_{err}^2}}\right)$. After the standardized simulated time-series is generated by either eq. 4.3 or eq. 4.4, the simulations are denormalized by eq. 4.5.

$$Z_t = \exp(\chi_t \sigma_{lnZ^*} + \mu_{lnZ^*})$$ (4.5)

For both error types, the simulated time-series ($Z_t$) and true time-series ($Z_t^*$) have the same log means ($\mu_{lnZ} = \mu_{lnZ^*}$). For classical-like error (type C), the log standard deviation is greater for the simulated time-series than the true time-series ($\sigma_{lnZ} > \sigma_{lnZ^*}$) because the simulated values are scattered about the true values. For Berkson-like error (type B), the log standard deviation is less for the simulated time-series than the true time-series ($\sigma_{lnZ} < \sigma_{lnZ^*}$) because the true values are scattered about the simulated values.

4.2.3 Semivariogram Analysis

To quantify the amount of error (i.e. $\sigma_{err}$) due to instrument imprecision and spatial variability to add to the simulated time-series for each pollutant (eq. 4.2), we made use of the geostatistical tool of the semivariogram, which provides information on spatial autocorrelation of data and has proved useful in air pollution applications (Casado et al. 1994; Wade et al. 2006). Here, the semivariance of the differences between normalized observations ($\chi_i$ and $\chi_l$) at two locations ($k$ and $l$) located a distance $h$ apart is normalized by the temporal variance (variation over the time-series of observations) of the average of two normalized observations to yield a scaled semivariance, $\gamma'$. It can be shown that this scaled semivariance (i.e. the semivariance of normalized values) is related
to the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) between normalized observations from two
monitors as follows (Wade et al. 2006).

\[
\gamma'(h) = \frac{\text{Var}\left(\frac{X_i - X_l}{2}\right)}{\text{Var}\left(\frac{X_i + X_l}{2}\right)} = \frac{1 - R(h)}{1 + R(h)}
\]  

(4.6)

Thus, \( \gamma' \) represents the spatial semivariance scaled to a quantity indicative of the range of
exposures over which health risk is being assessed; it is unitless and allows for
comparison across pollutants. A scaled semivariance value of 0 corresponds to perfectly
correlated observations (R = 1) and a value of 1 corresponds to perfectly uncorrelated
observations (R = 0).

Correlations between observations from all pairs of monitors measuring the same
pollutant during 1999-2004 were calculated on a log concentration basis. Assuming the
spatial variation of air pollutants to be isotropic, scaled semivariograms were constructed
and modeled as a function of the distance between observations, \( h \), using a sill of 1,
nugget values derived from collocated measurement time-series described in previous
work, and least squares regression to determine the range (Goldman et al. 2010). The
estimate from the semivariogram function for each of the 660 Census tracts was weighted
by the population in that tract (estimates from 2000 Census data) to derive an overall
population-weighted average for each pollutant; thus, the population-weighted
semivariance includes impacts of both instrument imprecision and spatial variability and
represents the population-weighted average semivariance between all residences in the
study area.

\[
\bar{\gamma}' = \frac{1}{p_{\text{total}}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{660} \sum_{j=1}^{660} p_{i,j} \gamma'_{i,j} + \sum_{i}^{660} p_i \gamma'_{i,i} \right)
\]  

(4.7)

Here, \( \bar{\gamma}' \) is the population-weighted average scaled semivariance on a log scale, \( p_{\text{total}} \) is
the total population of the study area, \( p_{i,j} \) is the sum of population in census tracts \( i \) and \( j \),
and $\gamma_{i,j}$ is the value of the semivariance function at the distance between centroids of census tracts $i$ and $j$. For within-tract resident pairs, an average distance between residences was applied. Semivariograms for each of the twelve pollutants studied have been shown previously (Goldman et al. 2010) and population-weighted semivariances are in Table 4.1. The population-weighted semivariance is related to the population-weighted correlation coefficient as follows.

$$\gamma' = \frac{1-\bar{R}}{1+\bar{R}}$$

(4.8)

Table 4.1. Population-weighted scaled semivariances, $\gamma'$, Pearson correlation coefficients, $\bar{R}$, and model parameters used in the Monte Carlo simulations to simulate amount of error ($\sigma_{err}$) and error type ($\sigma_{inZ}/\sigma_{inZ^*}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>$\gamma'$</th>
<th>$\bar{R}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{err}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{inZ}/\sigma_{inZ^*}$ Type B</th>
<th>$\sigma_{inZ}/\sigma_{inZ^*}$ Type C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO₂</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO₃</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O₃</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO₂</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₁₀</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₂.₅</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₂.₅-NO₃</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₂.₅-NO₃</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₂.₅-NH₄</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₂.₅-EC</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM₂.₅-OC</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model parameter $\sigma_{err}$ (eq. 4.2) is defined to provide simulations with an amount of error such that $E[R(ln Z, ln Z^*)] = \sqrt{\bar{R}}$ where $\bar{R}$ is obtained from semivariogram analysis (eqs. 4.6-4.8). The correlation between the true ambient time-series and a time-series with error added, i.e. $R(ln Z, ln Z^*)$, is the square root of the correlation between any two time-series, i.e. $R(ln Z_i, ln Z_j)$, where each is derived by adding the same amount of error to the true ambient time-series. Since the standard deviation of $\chi_i$ depends on $\sigma_{err}$, the standard deviation of the simulated time-series relative to that of the true time-
series \( (\sigma_{inZ}/\sigma_{inZ^*}) \) depends on \( \bar{R} \) as well. The following analytical relationships for \( \sigma_{err} \) and \( \sigma_{inZ}/\sigma_{inZ^*} \) were derived (see eqs. B.7-B.10).

\[
\sigma_{err} = \sqrt{\frac{2\gamma'}{1-\gamma'}} = \sqrt{\frac{1-R}{R}}
\]  
(4.9)

\[
\frac{\sigma_{inZ}}{\sigma_{inZ^*}} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1+\gamma'}{1-\gamma'} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{R}} & \text{for error type C} \\
\frac{1-\gamma'}{1+\gamma'} = \sqrt{R} < 1 & \text{for error type B}
\end{cases}
\]
(4.10)

Values of \( \sigma_{err} \) and \( \sigma_{inZ}/\sigma_{inZ^*} \) used here can be found in Table 4.1.

Sets of 1000 simulated time-series with instrument and spatial error added for each pollutant for the scenarios of C and B error types were produced for the six-year period 1999-2004. In addition, simulations of CO measurement error only were generated for a range of error types with \( \sigma_{inZ}/\sigma_{inZ^*} \) values between error types C and B. In Figure 4.2, examples of scatterplots demonstrate that C and B error types defined on a log basis (i.e. \( \ln Z - \ln Z^* \)) are independent of \( \ln Z^* \) and \( \ln Z \), respectively.
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Figure 4.2. Scatterplots of CO error (\( \bar{R} = 0.411 \)) versus \( \ln Z^* \) for error type C (left panel) and versus \( \ln Z \) for error type B (right panel). Black lines indicate lines of linear regression.

**4.2.4 Epidemiologic Model**

Relationships between daily measures of ambient air pollution and daily counts of emergency department (ED) visits for cardiovascular disease (CVD, including ischemic
heart disease, dysrhythmia, congestive heart failure, and peripheral/cerebrovascular disease) were assessed using methods described elsewhere (Metzger et al. 2004) and briefly summarized here. There were 166,950 ED visits for CVD in the 20-county metropolitan Atlanta area during 1999-2004. Lag 0 associations between daily pollutant concentration and the daily count of ED visits were assessed using Poisson generalized linear models that were scaled to accounted for overdispersion. The general form of the epidemiologic model is

\[
\log[E(Y_t)] = \alpha + \beta Z_t + \gamma \text{confounders}_t
\]  

(4.11)

where \(Y_t\) is the count of emergency department visits, \(Z_t\) is the mismeasured pollutant concentration, and \(\text{confounders}_t\) is the vector of potential confounders on day \(t\). The specific potential confounders included in the model were indicator variables for day-of-week, season, and when a hospital entered or left the study; cubic terms for maximum temperature and dew point; and a cubic spline with monthly knots for day of follow-up. Poisson regression yields \(\alpha\) as the intercept, \(\beta\) as the log of the rate ratio associated with a unit change in pollutant concentration, and \(\gamma\) as the vector of regression coefficients for the suspected confounders included in the model. The risk ratios (RR) per unit of measurement change and per interquartile range (IQR) change in pollutant concentration (\(Z\)) are given by eq. 4.12 and eq. 4.13, respectively.

\[
RR \text{ per unit} = e^\beta
\]  

(4.12)

\[
RR \text{ per IQR} = e^{IQR \beta}
\]  

(4.13)

Using data from the central monitor, preliminary epidemiologic assessments were performed for all air pollutants and ED visits for CVD. Consistent with previous findings (Metzger et al. 2004), significant positive associations were found for several traffic-related pollutants, including NO\(_x\), CO and EC. For the measurement error analysis described here, we used 1-hr maximum CO data as our base case, representing in our analysis a true time-series and the measured risk ratio the true association. In this way,
the exposure and health outcome values that we chose to represent true time-series have
distributional characteristics expected of ambient air pollution and ED visit data.
Simulations with measurement error added to the base case were used to evaluate the
impact of measurement error on the epidemiologic analyses. A Monte Carlo approach
was used to assess uncertainty. As already described, the relationship between this base
case time-series and a simulated time-series is that expected of the average relationship
between the true ambient time-series for all people and a population-weighted average
time-series based on measurements in terms of error amount, with different error types
evaluated. A percent attenuation in risk ratio (toward the null hypothesis of 1) is
calculated as follows, with \( RR^* \) representing the true risk ratio (obtained from the base
case Poisson regression) and \( RR \) representing the risk ratio obtained using simulated
population-weighted time-series.

\[
\text{percent attenuation in } RR = \left( \frac{RR^* - RR}{RR^* - 1} \right) \times 100\% \quad (4.14)
\]

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Distribution of Measurement Error Simulations

Analysis of the distributions of correlation coefficients between the true log
concentrations (i.e. the base case) and the simulated log concentrations, \( R(\ln Z, \ln Z^*) \),
and between the log error, \( \varepsilon_{\ln Z} = \ln Z - \ln Z^* \), and the true and simulated log
concentrations, \( R(\varepsilon_{\ln Z}, \ln Z^*) \) and \( R(\varepsilon_{\ln Z}, \ln Z) \), for 1000 simulations for each pollutant
and each error type demonstrates that the simulations contain on average the desired
amounts and types of error (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Wider distributions were observed for
more spatially heterogeneous pollutants.
Figure 4.3. Boxplots of $R(\ln Z, \ln Z^*)$ (top panel), with expected correlation coefficients shown in parentheses, and $R(\varepsilon_{\ln Z}, \ln Z^*)$ (bottom panel) for 1000 simulated data time-series of error type C simulations.
4.3.2 Impact of Error on Health Assessment

For the base case of 1-hour maximum CO measurements and CVD outcomes, a RR per ppm of 1.0139 was observed, with a 95% confidence interval (CI) of 1.0078-1.0201 and a p-value of 0.000009. With an IQR of 1.00 ppm, the RR per IQR and corresponding CI are the same as those on a per unit of measurement basis for our base case. For epidemiologic models using the time-series with simulated error added, the RR and CI results are not the same on a per measurement unit basis and a per IQR basis because the IQR of the simulated values is not 1. As expected, the simulated time-series with error type C has a greater IQR than the base case since this error is scattered about the true values, and the simulated time-series with error type B has a lower IQR than the
base case since this error is scattered about the simulated values. Results of 1000 epidemiologic models for each of 12 air pollutants and two error scenarios are summarized in Table 4.2. The reported p-values represent those calculated from average z-score statistics and 95% confidence intervals were calculated using the asymptotic standard error estimates obtained from the regression model.

Table 4.2. Summarized epidemiologic model results with the magnitude of error representative of error associated with using a population-weighted average for each pollutant added to the base case ($RR^* = 1.0139$, 95% CI = 1.0078-1.0201, p-value = 0.0000009, IQR = 1.00 ppm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pollutant</th>
<th>RR per ppm (95% CI)</th>
<th>IQR (ppm)</th>
<th>RR per IQR (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error Type C simulations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>1.0011 (0.9998-1.0023)</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.0020 (0.9997-1.0042)</td>
<td>0.0957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>1.0024 (1.0003-1.0046)</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.0037 (1.0005-1.0070)</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>1.0114 (1.0060-1.0169)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.0120 (1.0063-1.0178)</td>
<td>0.00004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>1.0011 (0.9998-1.0023)</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.0019 (0.9997-1.0042)</td>
<td>0.0966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>1.0021 (1.0002-1.0040)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.0033 (1.0003-1.0063)</td>
<td>0.0342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>1.0063 (1.0025-1.0102)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.0076 (1.0030-1.0122)</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>1.0094 (1.0045-1.0142)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.0103 (1.0049-1.0156)</td>
<td>0.000157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$SO_4$</td>
<td>1.0107 (1.0054-1.0159)</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.0114 (1.0058-1.0170)</td>
<td>0.000066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$NO_3$</td>
<td>1.0079 (1.0035-1.0123)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.0090 (1.0040-1.0141)</td>
<td>0.00040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$NH_4$</td>
<td>1.0076 (1.0033-1.0119)</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.0088 (1.0038-1.0137)</td>
<td>0.00050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$EC$</td>
<td>1.0032 (1.0006-1.0057)</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.0045 (1.0009-1.0081)</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$OC$</td>
<td>1.0068 (1.0028-1.0108)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.0080 (1.0033-1.0128)</td>
<td>0.00090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error Type B simulations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>1.0182 (1.0041-1.0325)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.0092 (1.0021-1.0165)</td>
<td>0.0112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>1.0169 (1.0056-1.0284)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.0103 (1.0034-1.0172)</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>1.0142 (1.0075-1.0208)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.0133 (1.0070-1.0195)</td>
<td>0.000027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>1.0182 (1.0041-1.0325)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.0092 (1.0021-1.0164)</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>1.0172 (1.0053-1.0292)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.0101 (1.0031-1.0171)</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>1.0152 (1.0068-1.0236)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.0117 (1.0053-1.0182)</td>
<td>0.00030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>1.0144 (1.0073-1.0217)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.0127 (1.0064-1.0190)</td>
<td>0.000074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$SO_4$</td>
<td>1.0143 (1.0074-1.0211)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.0130 (1.0068-1.0193)</td>
<td>0.000039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$NO_3$</td>
<td>1.0147 (1.0071-1.0225)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.0122 (1.0059-1.0186)</td>
<td>0.000152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$NH_4$</td>
<td>1.0148 (1.0070-1.0226)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.0121 (1.0058-1.0185)</td>
<td>0.000175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$EC$</td>
<td>1.0165 (1.0060-1.0271)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.0106 (1.0038-1.0174)</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-$OC$</td>
<td>1.0150 (1.0069-1.0232)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.0119 (1.0055-1.0183)</td>
<td>0.00030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When instrument imprecision and spatial variability error were added as error type C, the average IQR of simulated time-series was greater than the IQR of the base case for all pollutants; for error type B, the average IQR of simulated time-series was less than the IQR of the base case for all pollutants. As expected, adding error to the base case resulted in a reduction of significance (i.e. a higher p-value) for both error types, as
shown graphically in Figure 4.5. The greater the amount of error (i.e. the greater the population-weighted semivariance), the greater the reduction in significance observed. Primary pollutants (SO$_2$, NO$_2$/NO$_x$, CO, and EC) had more error than secondary pollutants and those of mixed origin (O$_3$, SO$_4$, NO$_3$, NH$_4$, PM$_{2.5}$, OC, and PM$_{10}$) due to greater spatial variability. Regarding error type, there was a greater reduction of statistical significance when error type was modeled as type C than when error type was modeled as type B. For NO$_2$ and SO$_2$, which have the largest amount of measurement error, there was a loss of significance (p-value > 0.05) when error was modeled as error type C.

![Figure 4.5](image_url)

Figure 4.5. P-values versus population-weighted semivariance. Half-bars denote standard deviations for 1000 error simulations.

Risk ratio results for the two error types are plotted in Figure 4.6 on a percent attenuation basis. RR per unit of measurement decreased, and attenuation increased, with increasing error added (i.e. increasing population-weighted semivariance) when the error was of type C. However, RR per unit increased, with increasing bias away from the null, with increasing error added when error was of type B. For NO$_2$ and SO$_2$, which had the
most measurement error, the attenuation was 92% when modeled as error type C and biased away from the null by 31% when modeled as error type B. On a per IQR basis, variation in the RR estimates between error types was much less dramatic. Both error types C and B led to lower RR estimates (i.e. bias towards the null). For NO$_2$ and SO$_2$, which again had the most measurement error, the attenuation was 86% when modeled as type C and 34% when modeled as type B error. For error type B there was a wider distribution of results than for type C error.

![Figure 4.6. Percent attenuation in risk ratio per ppm (left panel) and per IQR (right panel) due to error versus population-weighted semivariance. Bars denote standard deviations for 1000 error simulations. Pollutant labels are in order of increasing population-weighted semivariance.](image)

To assess a range of error types, simulations were generated with values of $\sigma_{\ln Z}/\sigma_{\ln Z^*}$ ranging from that of error type C to that of type B (eq. 4.10) for the case of an amount of error representative of CO ($\gamma' = 0.411$). Epidemiologic model results for RR attenuation are shown in Figure 4.7. On a per unit of measurement (ppm) basis, RR attenuation increased from -24% (i.e. a bias away from the null) for type B error to 85% for type C error. On a per IQR basis, RR attenuation increased from 28% for type B error to 85% for type C error. It is interesting to note that for $\sigma_{\ln Z}/\sigma_{\ln Z^*} = 0.74$ the error ($Z - Z^*$) is independent of Z (i.e. $R(Z - Z^*, Z) = 0$) and the RR per unit attenuation is 0. This is the expected result when error is the Berkson type on an unlogged basis.
4.4 Discussion

The results demonstrate that error type affects the reduction in significance as well as the RR estimate in the epidemiologic analysis. Moreover, the results demonstrate a profound effect of error type on the RR estimate per unit of measurement. The RR per unit of measurement estimate is increased by the presence of type B error; that is, there is a bias away from the null. To better understand these results, we estimate the attenuation in the effect estimator $\beta$ (eq. 4.11) in the absence of confounders from the first-order linear regression coefficient ($m$) of error ($Z-Z^*$) versus $Z$ as follows.

$$\frac{\beta}{\hat{\beta}} = 1 - m$$  

(4.15)
For RR estimates near 1 (i.e. β values near 0) as is the case in this study, the predicted attenuation in RR is approximately given as follows.

\[
RR \text{ per unit attenuation} \approx m
\]

(4.16)

\[
RR \text{ per IQR attenuation} \approx 1 - (1 - m) \frac{\text{IQR}}{\text{IQR}}
\]

(4.17)

Epidemiologic model results are compared with the predictions of eq. 4.16 and eq. 4.17 for all pollutants and both error types (Figure 4.8). The degree to which the epidemiologic results differ from these predictions likely indicates the degree to which confounding variables are affecting results. As shown by the 1:1 line in Figure 4.8, there is strong agreement between the attenuation predicted by analysis of the error model results (i.e. \( m \) and IQR) and that obtained from the epidemiologic model.

In this study, in which quantification of error is based on the variability between monitors, error due to spatial variation is much greater than error due to instrument imprecision, particularly for primary air pollutants (Goldman et al. 2010). Conceptually, therefore, we speculate that this error is more likely of the Berkson type, with true values varying randomly about a population-weighted average represented by the base case. If spatial error is best described by the Berkson-like type defined on a log basis (our error type B) and the mean of the measurements is the same mean as the true values, we estimate there to be a 24% to 34% attenuation in RR per IQR estimates (Figure 4.6, right panel), and a 19% to 31% bias away from the null in RR estimates on a per unit of measurement basis (Figure 4.6, left panel), for the primary pollutants studied (SO\(_2\), NO\(_2\)/NO\(_x\), CO, and EC) when using a population-weighted average as the exposure metric. For the secondary pollutants and pollutants of mixed origin (O\(_3\), SO\(_4\), NO\(_3\), NH\(_4\), PM\(_{2.5}\), OC, and PM\(_{10}\)), we estimate a 5% to 15% attenuation in RR per IQR estimates and a 2% to 9% bias away from the null in RR estimates on a per unit of measurement basis.

We are currently investigating different methods for estimating actual error type based on
simulated pollutant fields trained to have all of the characteristics, including the pattern of spatial autocorrelation, expected of true pollutant fields.

Figure 4.8. Attenuation in the risk ratio per unit of measurement (left panel) and per IQR (right panel) due to the introduction of measurement error, modeled both as type B and type C error. Ranges denote standard deviations for 1000 simulations. One-to-one line is also shown.

This study addresses error between measured and true ambient concentrations. Our results are consistent with previous finding that suggest that Berkson error, as defined on an unlogged scale (additive), produces no bias in the effect estimate (Armstrong 1998; Zeger et al. 2000) as shown in Figure 4.7; however, Berkson-like error defined on a log basis (multiplicative) can lead to risk ratio estimates per unit increase that are biased away from the null (although with a reduction in significance). Thus, the direction and magnitude of the bias are functions of error type. With the multiplicative error structure used here in conjunction with a linear dose response, large “true” values of air pollution would likely be underestimated, resulting in an overestimation of pollution health effects. We have shown how multiple air pollution measurements over space can be used to quantify the amount of error and provide a strategy for evaluating impacts of different types of this error. The results suggest that estimating impacts of measurement error on health risk assessment are particularly important when comparing results across primary and secondary pollutants as the corresponding error will vary widely in both amount and type depending on the degree of spatial variability. These results are
suggestive of error impacts one would have from time-series studies in which a single measure, such as the population-weighted average, is used to characterize an urban or regional population exposure. The methodology used here can be applied to other study areas to quantify this type of measurement error and quantify its impacts on health risk estimates.

4.5 Conclusion

Health risk estimates of exposure to ambient air pollution are impacted by both the amount and the type of measurement error present, and these impacts vary substantially across pollutants. By modeling combined instrument imprecision and spatial variability over a range of error types, we are able to estimate a range of effects of these sources of measurement error, which are likely a mixture of both classical and Berkson error types. This study demonstrates the potential impact of measurement error in an air pollution epidemiology time-series study and how this impact depends on error type and amount. Whereas differences in the amount of error across pollutants have been characterized, work is ongoing to develop methodologies for assessing how error type differs across pollutants.
CHAPTER 5

QUANTIFICATION AND IMPACTS OF SPATIAL VARIABILITY
ERROR IN TIME-SERIES STUDIES OF AMBIENT AIR
POLLUTION: A SIMULATION STUDY

Abstract

In recent years, geostatistical modeling has shown promising results for gaining insight for health studies looking at ambient air pollution levels. In this study, distributions of daily ambient concentrations are modeled over space and time for 12 air pollutants. Simulated pollutant fields are produced for a 6-year time period over a 20-county metropolitan Atlanta area. Simulations take into account the temporal and spatial autocorrelation structure of ambient pollutants, as well as trends for season, day-of-week and distance from urban center. The simulated “true” ambient concentrations are then utilized to generate simulated monitor data that contain instrument error, including error associated with instrument imprecision as well as with the number and placement of monitors. Error type is characterized, and the impact of error on the epidemiologic analysis is predicted. Measurement error due to spatial variability alone was found to be largely Berkson, suggesting reductions in significance but minimal risk attenuation in time-series risk estimates due to this error source. Total measurement error, consisting of spatial variability error and error associated with instrument imprecision and location, however, results in substantial attenuation of the risk estimate, particularly for primary pollutants.
5.1 Introduction

Measurement error is inherent in time-series epidemiologic studies of air pollution that rely on ambient monitor data. Instrument error and, to a greater degree, exposure misclassification due to the spatial variability have been shown to bias effect estimates in large population studies (Chen et al. 2007; Goldman et al. 2010; Sarnat et al. 2010; Wilson et al. 2007). Time-series studies that rely on central monitor data have been criticized for uncertainty related to exposure measurement errors and the substantial variation present in some air pollutant measures (Dominici et al. 2006). Both error amount and error type affect health risk estimates and significance. Error type (e.g. classical and Berkson) has been demonstrated to modify the extent to which measurement error attenuates health effect estimates (Armstrong 1998; Goldman et al. 2011; Sheppard et al. 2005; Zeger et al. 2000). Classical error is that in which the measurement varies randomly about the true exposure and produces a biased effect estimate. In contrast, Berkson error is that in which the true exposure varies randomly about the measurement, such as might be the case if a population-weighted average exposure is used to characterize ambient exposure. Purely Berkson-type error is expected to decrease significance of an association but will yield an unbiased effect estimate (Armstrong 1998; Zeger et al. 2000). Because the distribution of true concentrations cannot be known with certainty, assessment of error type for a given dataset is challenging.

Increasingly, advanced spatial modeling techniques are being employed in order to gain insight on the distribution of true ambient concentrations (Jerrett et al. 2010). Several studies have developed methods of simulating air pollutants, taking into account both spatial and temporal characteristics of concentrations (Nunes and Soares 2005; Sahu and Mardia 2005); however, few studies have used such simulations to assess the amount and type of measurement errors in time-series studies (Peng and Bell 2010). Gryparis and coauthors (2009) used a smoothing method of spatial measurement error modeling to explore the relative performance of use of different exposure metrics in a study of
particulate matter (PM) and birth weight in greater Boston. They suggest that exposure simulation can inform on the relative uncertainties associated with use of different exposure metrics. Fuentes et al. (2006) utilized a multivariate spatial regression to model the spatial structure of concentrations in order to quantify uncertainties in an association between mortality and fine PM and components. With respect to time-series studies in particular, Peng and Bell (2010) estimated county-wide average concentrations to assess spatial misalignment error and apply statistical methods to obtain adjusted health risk estimates in a time-series study of PM components and hospital admissions for cardiovascular disease (CVD). Lee and Shaddick (2010) investigated the impacts of spatial variation, monitor placement and measurement error by jointly modeling pollutant concentrations and health data using a Bayesian spatio-temporal model and found that in areas where a large number of monitoring sites are available, pollution surface modeling may provide better health effect estimates, particularly for more spatially varying species.

Although spatial and temporal properties of air pollutants can bias health association effect estimates, current study designs typically do not consider such properties in time-series analysis (Peng and Bell 2010). In our previous work (Chapters 3 and 4), the lack of spatial autocorrelation of pollutant concentrations and instrument error were shown to lead to substantial reductions in significance and potential attenuations in risk estimates (Goldman et al. 2010) with error type affecting the amount of attenuation in risk estimates (Goldman et al. 2011). These studies did not, however, specify the type of error actually present in ambient observations or account for the spatial heterogeneity in pollution levels. Moreover, while there has been substantial discussion of the potential impact of error type, few studies have attempted to determine the error type of air pollutant monitoring data in a time-series setting. To do this, the relationship between the true ambient and the measured ambient used in the health study should be understood and quantified. Emissions-based models of ambient air pollution, such as the Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system, observation-based interpolation
methods, such as kriging (Mulholland et al. 1998), and hybrids of these methods (Kaynak et al. 2009; Mendoza-Dominguez and Russell 2001) are able to capture many characteristics of ambient concentrations at high spatial and temporal resolution; however, these approaches fail to capture the lack of spatial autocorrelation of ambient levels that is particularly relevant in time-series studies. In this work, we create simulated ambient air pollution fields that have the desired spatial and temporal distribution properties found to be present in actual ambient monitor data for 12 air pollutants. For each pollutant time-series, six properties were modeled: temporal autocorrelation, spatial autocorrelation, mean, standard deviation, seasonal trend, and day-of-week trend. Using these “true” ambient air pollution fields, monitor data is simulated and the amount and type of measurement error present for different exposure metrics (i.e. central monitor data and various monitor averages) is assessed. Finally, the impact of measurement error on health risk estimates is predicted based on an analysis of the dependence of error on the simulated measurement. Work is ongoing to assess measurement error impact by simulating health outcome data (i.e. emergency department visits for acute illnesses) based on a specified association with the simulated true ambient and performing time-series analyses using the different exposure metrics.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Air Quality Data

To assess spatio-temporal trends in air pollutant concentrations, daily measures of ambient monitor data for the 20-county study area for a 6-year period (1999-2004) were analyzed for 12 ambient air pollutants: 1-hr max NO$_2$, 1-hr max NO$_x$, 8-hr max O$_3$, 1-hr max SO$_2$, 1-hr max CO, 24-hr PM$_{10}$ mass, 24-hr PM$_{2.5}$ mass, and 24-hr PM$_{2.5}$ components sulfate (SO$_4$), nitrate (NO$_3$), ammonium (NH$_4$), elemental carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC). Data was obtained from 3 monitoring networks: the US EPA’s Air Quality System (AQS), including State and Local Air Monitoring System and Speciation Trends
Network for PM_{2.5} component measurements; the Southeastern Aerosol Research and Characterization Study (SEARCH) network (Hansen et al. 2003), including the Atlanta EPA supersite at Jefferson Street (Solomon et al. 2003b); and the Assessment of Spatial Aerosol Composition in Atlanta (ASACA) network (Butler et al. 2003). While some differences exist between measurement methods used by the monitoring networks, these discrepancies have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Goldman et al. 2010) and are expected to have a negligible impact on this analysis. Monitor site locations are shown in Figure 5.1.

![Map of 20-county metropolitan Atlanta study area. Census tracts, expressways, and ambient air pollutant monitoring sites are shown.](image)

**Figure 5.1.** Map of 20-county metropolitan Atlanta study area. Census tracts, expressways, and ambient air pollutant monitoring sites are shown.

### 5.2.2 Characterization of Air Pollutant Temporal and Spatial Distributions

To produce simulations of “true” daily ambient concentration fields, ambient monitor data were used to assess the following distributional features: temporal autocorrelation, spatial autocorrelation, mean, standard deviation, seasonal trend, and day-of-week trend. In order to capture the desired trends in addition to the spatial and
temporal autocorrelation structure, an iterative simulation process was performed. The resulting ambient pollutant concentration fields do not simulate actual ambient pollutant concentration fields on any particular day, but rather provide a time-series of fields that possess properties of the actual time-series of fields that are thought to be important for assessing measurement error.

Short-term temporal autocorrelation is present in ambient air pollutant data due to meteorological events occurring on time-scales of a few days to a week. Correlations of data from each monitor were calculated for one to seven day lags (Figure C.1). In general, the temporal autocorrelation trend with increasing lag was similar for urban, suburban and rural monitors, so this short-term temporal autocorrelation was characterized as being independent of location. It was also similar across pollutants; 1-day and 2-day lag Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.59 ± 0.13 and 0.33 ± 0.17, respectively. Secondary pollutants tended to have greater levels of short-term temporal autocorrelation and these correlations persisted over longer lag periods. Longer term temporal autocorrelation was also observed (Figure C.2), but this was simulated via seasonal trend modeling.

Spatial autocorrelation is present in ambient air pollutant data due to the distribution of emission sources and transport phenomena. The spatial autocorrelation of pollutants was assessed using correlograms (Figure C.3) constructed using all available data. Primary pollutants, i.e. those largely emitted directly to the atmosphere such as CO, SO\(_2\) and EC, were observed to have much less spatial autocorrelation than secondary pollutants, i.e. those largely formed in the atmosphere such as O\(_3\), NO\(_3\) and SO\(_4\). Pollutants of mixed origin, e.g. PM\(_{2.5}\) total mass and OC, were found to have intermediate levels of spatial autocorrelation. Population-weighted average spatial autocorrelations were calculated for each pollutant (Table C.1). Values ranged from 0.901 for O\(_3\) to 0.208 for SO\(_2\).
The distributions of most air pollutant concentrations were found to be best modeled as lognormal. Primary pollutants tend to be spatially heterogeneous, with means and standard deviations decreasing with increasing distance from the urban center. Secondary pollutants tend to be spatially homogeneous with little change in their distribution over space. The mean and standard deviation of air pollutant log concentrations were modeled as a linear function of distance from the urban center up to 60 km using data from all available monitors; beyond 60 km from the urban center the mean and standard deviation were fixed at the rural background levels. Measured means and standard deviations are shown as functions of distance from the urban center in Figures C.4 and C.5, respectively.

Day-of-week and seasonal trends in air pollutant concentrations were also characterized. These trends result from variation in emissions by day-of-week and season and by variation in meteorological parameters affecting mixing rates and formation and removal rates by season. To assess the day-of-week patterns, daily pollutant concentrations from each monitor were normalized by the mean, grouped categorically by day-of-week, and averaged. The day-of-week trends were found to be similar at different monitor locations. For seasonal trends, pollutant concentrations from each monitor were normalized by the mean, averaged by day-of-year, and modeled using fourth order polynomial functions under the constraints that the value and slope on day 366 are the same as those on day 1. Seasonal trends were found to differ between monitors in urban, suburban, and rural locations; therefore, the polynomial seasonal trend was modeled to change as a linear function of distance from the urban center up to 60 km. Beyond 60 km, the seasonal trend was fixed at the rural background trend. Results of the characterization of day-of-week and seasonal trends are shown in Figures C.6 and C.7, respectively.
5.2.3 Simulation of Ambient Pollutant Fields

Daily air pollutant fields were generated for the 20-county Atlanta region (16,000 km$^2$) at a 5-km resolution for a 6-year period (2,192 days) for the 12 ambient air pollutants based on the characteristics described above. Simulations were produced via a two-step process. First, the direct sequential simulation method (Soares 2001) in the Stanford Geostatistical Modeling Software (SGeMS) (Remy 2005) was used to generate normalized fields (eq. 5.1) with the desired short-term temporal and spatial autocorrelation (Figures C.1 and C.3, respectively).

\[
\chi_{ij}^* = \frac{\ln C_{ij} - \mu_{\ln C_j}}{\sigma_{\ln C_j}} \sim N(0,1)
\]  

(5.1)

Here, $\chi_{ij}^*$ is the normalized “true” pollutant level on day $i$ at location $j$, $C_{ij}$ is the concentration on day $i$ at location $j$, $\mu_{\ln C_j}$ is the log concentration mean over all days at location $j$, and $\sigma_{\ln C_j}$ is the log concentration standard deviation over all days at location $j$. Thus, at each location $j$, $\chi_{ij}^*$ has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. SGeMS was used in this application to provide the same autocorrelation in two spatial dimensions and a different autocorrelation in a third (temporal) dimension.

The second step in generating pollutant field simulations was denormalization to yield concentration fields with the desired means, standard deviations, day-of-week trends, and seasonal trends. This was achieved by inverting eq. 5.1 and applying factors to achieve the desired day-of-week and seasonal trends (eq. 5.2).

\[
Z_{ij}^* = \alpha_{wk} \alpha_{yr} \exp(\chi_{ij}^* \sigma_r + \mu_r)
\]  

(5.2)

Here, $Z_{ij}^*$ is the “true” concentration on day $i$ at location $j$, $\mu_r$ is the log concentration mean modeled as a function of distance from urban center $r$, $\sigma_r$ is the log concentration standard deviation modeled as a function of $r$, $\alpha_{wk}$ is the day-of-week factor, and $\alpha_{yr}$ is the season factor modeled as a function of $r$. An iterative process was performed in order
to preserve the desired levels of appropriate spatial and temporal autocorrelation structure after the concentrations were denormalized and distribution trends were added. Values for each of the model parameters, $\mu_r$, $\sigma_r$, $\alpha_{wk}$ and $\alpha_{yr}$, for each pollutant are provided in the Appendix (Tables C.2-C.5).

Because many time-series study designs use a single daily metric to represent ambient pollutant exposure for a population, a population-weighted average time-series of the true ambient concentration fields was computed to quantify the amount of measurement error due to spatial variability alone, assuming that it is perfectly measured. Population at the census tract level from the 2000 US Census was utilized, weighting the concentration value for each grid cell by the fraction of population residing within that cell. Population was assumed uniformly distributed within census tracts and area-weighted fractions of population were assigned to respective grid cells for census tracts that fell within more than one cell.

5.2.4 Simulation of Monitor Data and Calculation of Exposure Metrics

Simulated time-series were generated at ambient monitor locations for each pollutant to represent measured data by adding classical-like error to the true ambient level in amounts consistent with information obtained from collocated instruments. The method for characterizing instrument error developed in previous work (Goldman et al. 2010; Goldman et al. 2011) was used here. Error was then added on a log scale, yielding simulated monitor data with the same log mean and standard deviation as the true ambient time-series at that location.

The simulated monitor data were used to compute the following exposure metrics: central monitor, unweighted average of monitor data, population-weighted average of monitor data, and area-weighted average of monitor data. The first exposure metric examined was the simulated Jefferson Street time-series, as many time-series studies utilize measurements from a central monitor to assess exposure (Wilson et al. 2005). A
time-series of the daily averages of simulated data for all monitors for each pollutant was computed as a second exposure metric. The number of monitors simulated ranged from five for CO to twelve for PM$_{2.5}$ mass. A population-weighted average time-series was computed from the simulated monitor data using census tract population from the 2000 Census and a previously developed spatial interpolation method (Ivy et al. 2008) to compute concentrations between simulated monitor values. Lastly, an area-weighted average was computed using the simulated monitor data. These four time-series represent different exposure metrics that have been used in time-series studies and their relative representativeness is assessed.

Measurement error, $\varepsilon$, was calculated for each exposure metric as the difference between the simulated measurement for that exposure metric ($Z$) and the simulated true ambient concentration field ($Z^*_i$). Population-weighted Pearson correlation coefficients were computed between $\varepsilon$ and the “measured” time-series ($Z$) and between $\varepsilon$ and the “true” concentrations ($Z^*_i$). For Berkson error, the expected value of $R(\varepsilon,Z)$ is zero, whereas for classical error the expected value of $R(\varepsilon,Z^*)$ is zero. Finally, an expected amount of bias in risk ratio estimates due to measurement error for each pollutant was calculated as the slope of $\varepsilon$ versus $Z$ based on our previous findings (Goldman et al. 2011).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Ambient Concentration Field Simulation

Ambient concentration fields were simulated to have six features observed in monitor data and thought to be important in assessing measurement error impacts in time-series health studies: temporal autocorrelation, spatial autocorrelation, mean, standard deviation, seasonal trend, and day-of-week trend. Using SGeMS, simulations were generated to have the level of temporal and spatial autocorrelation observed in the
monitor data. The spatial autocorrelation of ambient concentrations, as characterized by correlograms of monitoring site data, is well captured by the simulated time-series at both urban (Figure 5.2) and rural (Figure C.8) locations, suggesting that the simulations have an appropriate correlation structure at all locations in space. Observed short-term temporal autocorrelation is approximated in the simulations for lags up to 14 days (Figure 5.3). Long-term temporal autocorrelation (over an entire year) was also captured by the modeling of seasonal trends observed in the monitoring data at both urban and rural locations (Figure C.9). The mean and standard deviation as functions of distance from the urban center were also captured well in the simulations (Figures C.10 and C.11, respectively). Day-of-week trends were modeled for pollutants where significant trends were observed in the monitor data (Figure C.12). Seasonal trends observed in the monitor data are well captured by the simulations at both urban and rural locations (Figure C.13).
Figure 5.2. Spatial correlogram model regressed from monitoring site data (red) and correlation of simulated time-series at all grid cells with the time-series at the center grid cell (blue).
5.3.2 Monitor Data and Exposure Metric Simulation

Time-series of monitor data were simulated at the grid cells where actual monitors are located. The amount of error was determined from the correlation between data from collocated instruments for each pollutant, and the type of error added was confirmed to be classical-like (i.e. classical on a log basis); results are provided in Table C.6.

From the simulated monitor data, four alternative exposure variables were computed: central monitor, unweighted monitor average, population-weighted monitor average and area-weighted monitor average. Means and standard deviations for these metrics are provided in Table 5.1, with those of the true population-weighted average also listed for comparison. The central monitor metric yields the largest mean and standard deviation, particularly for primary pollutants which have much higher levels in the urban center than in the rural surroundings. The population-weighted metrics based

Figure 5.3. Short term temporal autocorrelation of measurements at the central monitoring site (red) and of the simulated time-series at the central grid cell (blue).
on monitor data have a mean and standard deviation most similar to the true population-weighted average values.
Table 5.1. Mean and standard deviation of different exposure metrics and of the true population-weighted average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pollutant</th>
<th>central monitor mean</th>
<th>st dev</th>
<th>unweighted average mean</th>
<th>st dev</th>
<th>population-weighted avg mean</th>
<th>st dev</th>
<th>area-weighted avg mean</th>
<th>st dev</th>
<th>true population-weighted avg mean</th>
<th>st dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO₂ (ppb)</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOₓ (ppm)</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃ (ppb)</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₂ (ppb)</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO (ppm)</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM₁₀ (µg/m³)</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM₂.₅ (µg/m³)</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄ (µg/m³)</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃ (µg/m³)</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄ (µg/m³)</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC (µg/m³)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC (µg/m³)</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.3 Exposure Metric Evaluation: Error Type, Amount, and Predicted Impact on Health Risk Estimation

Having produced simulated true air pollution fields, simulated monitor data and exposure metrics based on the monitor data, we now address the following questions. What type of error is present for each of the metrics? Which metric is most representative of true ambient exposure? How much bias in the health risk estimate is predicted due to measurement error?

We assess error type by calculating population-weighted Pearson correlation coefficients $R(\epsilon, Z^*)$ and $R(\epsilon, Z)$ where error, $\epsilon$, is defined as $Z - Z^*$, $Z^*$ is the true ambient pollutant field, and $Z$ is the exposure metric of interest. A zero value of $R(\epsilon, Z^*)$ indicates classical error, and a zero value of $R(\epsilon, Z)$ indicates Berkson error. These correlation results are shown in Table 5.2 for the three exposure metrics, as well as for the true population-weighted average.
Table 5.2. Population-weighted correlations between measurement error and true values, $R(\varepsilon, Z^*)$, and between measurement error and measured values, $R(\varepsilon, Z)$, where the true values, $Z^*$, are the true ambient concentration fields and the measured values, $Z$, are the monitor-based metrics (central monitor, unweighted average and population-weighted average) and the true ambient population-weighted average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Central monitor $R(\varepsilon, Z^*)$</th>
<th>Central monitor $R(\varepsilon, Z)$</th>
<th>Unweighted average $R(\varepsilon, Z^*)$</th>
<th>Unweighted average $R(\varepsilon, Z)$</th>
<th>Population-weighted avg $R(\varepsilon, Z^*)$</th>
<th>Population-weighted avg $R(\varepsilon, Z)$</th>
<th>Area-weighted avg $R(\varepsilon, Z^*)$</th>
<th>Area-weighted avg $R(\varepsilon, Z)$</th>
<th>True population-weighted avg $R(\varepsilon, Z^*)$</th>
<th>True population-weighted avg $R(\varepsilon, Z)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.00082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_x$</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.00078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_3$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.00024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.00057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_4$</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.00037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.00119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_4$</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.00003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.00005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results show that the error type is neither classical nor Berkson. If a true population-weighted average were available, that is, if the ambient could be perfectly measured at all locations and then averaged via population-weighting, then the type of error due to using a single metric for the entire population would be Berkson, as suggested by the near-zero values of $R(ε,Z)$ in the rightmost column of Table 5.3. This type of error would result in no bias in the health effect estimate; however, because the ambient is measured imperfectly and in a limited number of locations, the error type when using the alternative metrics based on monitor data is not Berkson and therefore, would result in bias.

One measure of the relative amount of measurement error present is to compare the representativeness of the alternative exposure metrics. Results of the population-weighted correlation of the true ambient fields with the exposure metrics and with the true population-weighted average time-series are listed in Table 5.3. As expected, primary pollutants such as CO, NO$_2$, NO$_x$, SO$_2$ and EC have lower correlations, indicative of greater measurement error than secondary pollutants such as O$_3$, SO$_4$, and NO$_3$. Also as expected, the central monitor metric was less representative of the true ambient than the monitor average metrics. Interestingly, there was little difference between using an unweighted average of monitor values versus a population-weighted average. Finally, it is noted that for primary pollutants most of the error is due to spatial variability as compared to instrument error when using a monitor-based metric. That is, the monitor average data are almost as correlated with the true ambient pollution field as is the true population-weighted average, suggesting that overall there would be little benefit of having more monitors if population whereabouts in the study area are unknown.
Table 5.3. Population-weighted correlations between the true ambient concentration field and different exposure metrics, $R(Z,Z^*)$, where the exposure metrics are the monitor-based metrics (central monitor, unweighted average, population-weighted average and area-weighted average) and the true ambient population-weighted average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pollutant</th>
<th>central monitor</th>
<th>unweighted average</th>
<th>population-weighted avg</th>
<th>area-weighted avg</th>
<th>true population-weighted avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_x$</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_3$</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_4$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_4$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In previous work we showed that the regressed slope, $m$, of measurement error ($Z-Z^*$) versus measurement (eq. 5.3) is a good predictor of bias in the risk ratio per measurement error, such that $m$ is approximately equal to the attenuation in risk ratio per unit (Goldman et al. 2011).

$$e_{ij} = mZ_i + b$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

Therefore, we calculated a population-weighted value of $m$ for each exposure metric and each pollutant, relative to the true population-weighted average, taken here to be $Z^*$. Results are shown in Figure 5.4. Risk ratio attenuation is predicted to be highest for primary pollutants (CO, SO$_2$, NO$_2$, NO$_x$, and EC) and lowest for secondary pollutants (O$_3$, NO$_3$, SO$_4$, and NH$_4$). Predicted bias-to-null is greatest when the central monitor data are used, and smallest when the population-weighted average is used.
Figure 5.4. Population-weighted slope, $m$, of error versus measurement, where the measurement refers to each exposure metric.

There is no bias due to spatial variability alone because this error is Berkson, as shown by the lack of correlation between error and the true population-weighted average (Table 5.3). Therefore, the bias is introduced when error from the use of instruments is added, where this error is due to measurement imprecision and the number and placement of monitors. Use of an area-weighted metric yields a negative slope, suggesting a bias away from the null hypothesis. The amount of bias is largely due to the difference between the exposure metric temporal variance and the true population-weighted average temporal variance. In Figure 5.5, the predicted bias, $m$, is shown to be a function of the ratio of the standard deviation of the exposure metric used and the standard deviation of the true population-weighted average.
Figure 5.5. Predicted bias in health estimate, $m$, versus one minus the ratio of the standard deviation of the exposure metric used and the standard deviation of the true population-weighted average.

5.4 Discussion

As evident from the lack of correlation between the true ambient concentration fields and the true population-weighted average concentration (Table 5.3), the amount of exposure measurement error in this time-series study of acute health effects and ambient air pollution is largely the result of spatial variability, with much less error derived from the fact that monitor-based exposure metrics are used rather than a true population-weighted average. While this error will result in loss of significance in the health risk assessment, error due to spatial variability alone will not bias the health risk estimate due to it being of the Berkson type (Table 5.2). A true population-weighted average cannot be measured, however, so exposure metrics that are used in health studies also contain instrument error associated with the precision of measurement as well as the number and placement of monitors. While the amount of error due to instrument imprecision is smaller than the amount of error due to spatial variability, particularly for primary
pollutants, this additional error can result in substantial attenuation of the risk ratio estimates. Therefore, the impact of measurement error needs to be assessed in total. In this study of the Atlanta metropolitan area, health risks associated with primary air pollutants are predicted to be attenuated by up to 80% if central monitor data are used, and up to 50% if an average across monitors is used. For secondary pollutants, attenuation can be as low as 15% if the central monitor is used, and as low as 3% if an average across monitors is used.

Use of a population-weighted average of monitor data in the health study is predicted to result in less attenuation of the risk ratio estimate than use of an unweighted average. This result depends on the number and placement of monitors, however. If data from a number of monitors in low-population portions of the study area are used, then a population-weighted average is likely to reduce bias by a larger amount as compared to the bias when using an unweighted monitor average. Population weighting provides a better estimate of the true average variance in exposure, which is the main reason why use of a population-weighted average results in less bias.

Preliminary results for simulation of ED counts without potential confounders and assessment of the associations with the various pollutant metrics were calculated. Figure 5.6 illustrates the percent bias in the epidemiologic effect estimator, $\beta$, obtained from regression on the natural log of ED counts versus each pollutant exposure metric. These results agree very well with the predictions shown in Figure 5.4 based on the relationship of error to pollutant exposure metrics. Similar to the relationship between slope and the ratio of the standard deviation of the exposure metric used and the standard deviation of the true population-weighted average show in Figure 5.5, the effect estimator, $\beta$ is also a function of this ratio in standard deviations (Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.6. Percent bias in effect estimator, $\beta$, from regression on simulated emergency department visits versus pollutant exposure metrics.
Preliminary results for significance of associations found with use of different metrics were also calculated. Figure 5.8 shows the ratio of the $\chi^2$ values for use of each exposure metric in the epidemiologic model to the $\chi^2$ found using the true population-weighted average metric. The largest reduction in significance, that is, the lowest ratio, was found for use of the central monitor. Use of monitor averages resulted in similar reductions in significance level. The reduction in $\chi^2$ due to use of monitor-based metrics was found to be largely a function of a population-weighted $R^2$ value between the exposure metric and the simulated true ambient concentration field, suggesting that significance level is strongly influenced by the correlation between the exposure metric used and the true exposure. Future health work will include effects of potential confounders.
Figure 5.8. Reduction in $\chi^2$ relative to the $\chi^2$ found using the true population-weighted average for each exposure metric.
Figure 5.9. Reduction in $\chi^2$ relative to the $\chi^2$ found using the true population-weighted average versus a population-weighted average $R^2$ value between the simulated true ambient concentration field and each exposure time-series.

The ambient concentration variability modeled here is representative of ‘regulatory ambient’ variability, that is, the variability expected of outdoor monitors sited to capture ambient pollutant levels used for regulatory purposes. Microscale variability in space and time, such as that which occurs near roadways or near point sources, was not modeled; however, the method presented here could easily be applied for such analyses. There is potential to utilize this procedure to simulate variability in personal exposures, for example, and assess measurement error associated with using ambient monitors rather than personal monitoring. Simulated pollutant fields can also be used to estimate personal exposure in a time-activity model setting, since the concentration fields can be resolved in both time and space at scales commensurate with the scales that air pollution variability has been characterized.
While there is considerable potential for using this methodology for future work, one limitation of the current use of this model should be recognized. A stationary isotropic semivariance model was assumed here. While this simplification is reasonable for many applications, true variance of pollutant concentrations over space and time is likely to have a more complex spatial and temporal variance structure.

The total bias in risk ratio point estimates and reduction in significance level due to total air pollution measurement error as assessed in this work can be used to estimate the health associations that would have been observed if this air pollution measurement error could be effectively removed. Taking the percent bias estimated in this work to be independent of the base case health association, which our simulations have suggested is true, the bias in the observed health associations from a previously published epidemiologic study of cardiovascular disease emergency department visits assessed against Atlanta central monitor measurements (Metzger et al. 2004), can be adjusted to association levels that might have been observed if the measurement error assessed here was removed (Figure 5.10).
This work demonstrates a method for simulating ambient air pollutant concentrations over space and time which allows for assessment of the amount and type of error present in a time-series health study. Attenuation in risk ratio estimates was predicted for use of different monitor-based exposure metrics. In ongoing work, the simulations presented here are being coupled with health outcome simulations for use in an epidemiologic model to assess the impact of measurement error on risk estimates and significance levels. Thus, this future work will test the predictions of risk ratio bias presented here and supplement these findings with estimates of reductions in significance.

**5.5 Conclusion**

Geostatistical modeling of ambient air pollutant concentrations over space and time can provide valuable insights on the amount and type of measurement error present...
in time-series epidemiologic studies that use monitor-based exposure metrics. The amount and type of measurement error due to spatial variability of ambient concentrations are assessed and the amount and type of additional error introduced through use of monitor-based ambient exposure metrics is estimated. The amount of measurement error was found to be predominantly that associated with spatial variability. Total measurement error, including that associated with instrument imprecision and the number and placement of monitors, was found to be neither Berkson nor classical in type. As a consequence, this measurement error is predicted to attenuate risk estimates as well as decrease significance of association.
CHAPTER 6

SPATIO-TEMPORAL VARIABILITY OF AMBIENT AIR POLLUTANTS IN DALLAS, TEXAS: IMPLICATIONS FOR TIME-SERIES EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES

Abstract

A large scale time-series study of acute health effects and ambient air pollution in Dallas, Texas is currently underway. Air pollution measurement error due to spatial variability can impact the results of such studies; therefore, an assessment of the spatial variability of ambient air pollutants in this region is of interest. The spatio-temporal variability of daily metrics of 12 ambient air pollutants was analyzed for the 6-year period of 2003-2008. Semivariograms were constructed and spatial variability of pollutants was compared to results of an air pollution measurement error analysis in Atlanta, Georgia. The dual urban centers of Dallas and Fort Worth were observed to impact the distribution of pollutant concentrations, suggesting that an anisotropic model of pollutant concentrations may be most appropriate for characterization of ambient pollutants in this region. Semivariogram sensitivity analysis, however, demonstrated that spatial autocorrelation could be modeled isotropically for this region. \( \text{SO}_2 \) was found to be highly variable over space, likely due to presence of several point emission sources within the study area. On the basis of this initial assessment of spatial variability, the impact of exposure measurement error due to spatial variability on health risk estimates in the time-series study is estimated to be slightly less than impacts found in Atlanta, due to a greater degree of spatial autocorrelation between monitors observed for all pollutants studied.
6.1 Introduction

Time-series epidemiologic studies looking at ambient air pollution levels rely on air pollutant measurements from fixed outdoor monitoring sites to assess short term changes in air quality against a metric for an acute health outcome. Because such studies require long time-series to gain significant statistical power, the availability of continuous daily air pollutant measurements is essential. Further, time-series studies often utilize a single measure to represent population exposure to an ambient air pollutant on a given day; thus, the level to which this measure characterizes ambient levels over a broader spatial area is central to the interpretation of time-series studies. Pollutant concentrations can vary widely over space even within a single urban area (Hewitt 1991) and as a result, the choice of metric used in time-series studies has been shown to impact the health association observed (Chen et al. 2007; Sarnat et al. 2010; Wilson et al. 2007). Additionally, health associations have been shown to differ between cities (Samet et al. 2000). A large scale time-series study of emergency department visits and ambient air pollutants in Dallas, Texas is currently underway; thus, a thorough examination of the air pollutant distribution as it will impact the health study is of interest. This analysis assesses the spatio-temporal distribution of 12 ambient air pollutants in the Dallas metropolitan area and discusses results in the context of a planned time-series health study.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Air Pollutant Data

Data for the 2003-2008 time period were collected for 11 counties in the Dallas metropolitan area: Collin, Dallas, Delta, Denton, Ellis, Hunt, Johnson, Kaufman, Parker, Rockwall, Tarrant, and Wise. Daily and/or hourly metrics were collected for 12 ambient air pollutants: NO\textsubscript{2}, NO\textsubscript{x}, O\textsubscript{3}, SO\textsubscript{2}, CO, PM\textsubscript{10} mass, PM\textsubscript{2.5} mass, and PM\textsubscript{2.5} components.
sulfate (SO$_4$), nitrate (NO$_3$), ammonium (NH$_4$), elemental carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC). A map of the study area with monitor locations is shown in Figure 6.1. Air pollutant measures were utilized from 2 data sources: the US EPA’s Air Quality System (AQS), including the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) Continuous Ambient Monitoring Stations (CAMS) and the Chemical Speciation Network (CSN) for PM$_{2.5}$ component measurements and the Southeastern Aerosol Research and Characterization Study (SEARCH) network which collected daily measures of PM$_{2.5}$ and its components for 2006-2007 only.

Hourly gas data were used to compute daily 1-hour maxima (NO$_2$, NO$_x$, CO, SO$_2$) and daily 8-hour maxima (O$_3$). NO$_x$ measurement includes NO, NO$_2$ as well as other oxides of nitrogen. For PM$_{2.5}$ mass, data from different measurement methods were used at some monitoring sites. Both Federal Reference Method (FRM) instruments, which provide 24-hr average filter-based measurements, and Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) instruments, which provide 1-hr semi-continuous data, were utilized. The TEOM analyzers were operated to minimize loss of semi-volatiles (Edgerton et al. 2006) and discrepancy between measurements is expected to have little impact on this analysis. For PM$_{2.5}$ components, data were obtained from particle composition monitors (PCM) providing 24-hr filter samples and ions (SO$_4$, NO$_3$, NH$_4$) were detected by chromatographic analysis. Thermal optical transmittance method was utilized for measurement of carbonaceous species (EC and OC).

In this study, Dallas measures are juxtaposed against comparable measures from a previous air pollution epidemiologic study of Atlanta, Georgia (Metzger et al. 2004). The monitoring network and measurement methods utilized in the Atlanta air quality dataset are described in detail in previous work (Goldman et al. 2010). Differences in measurement methods between the Atlanta and Dallas central monitoring sites are highlighted here. The Hinton Street monitor, which is located 8 miles west of downtown Dallas, is designated the central monitoring site for the Dallas study and the Jefferson
Street monitor, located 3 miles northwest of downtown Atlanta, is considered the central monitoring site for Atlanta. At Hinton Street, AQS measures were utilized for all pollutants, while at Jefferson Street, SEARCH data were used for all measures. Several measurement differences between the networks are noted. SEARCH monitors independently measure NO and NO₂, and therefore, do not include additional oxides of nitrogen in their measurement as AQS does. For SO₂ measurement, less SO₂ is lost by water condensation in the SEARCH sampling system than in the AQS measurement. For carbonaceous species, SEARCH uses the thermal optical reflectance method for differentiating EC and OC, whereas AQS uses the thermal optical transmittance method. The EC-OC split differs between these methods (Chow et al. 2001); however, the measures are highly correlated and as a result, the impact of this difference on this analysis is expected to be minimal (Solomon et al. 2003a).
Figure 6.1. Map of monitoring site locations and key of pollutants measured. County lines and expressways are shown.
6.2.2 Spatial Assessment of Concentrations

To assess the spatial structure of concentrations for each pollutant, the mean and standard deviation of measurement time-series at each monitoring site were plotted spatially. This assessment was utilized to estimate the annual mean and standard deviation of concentrations over space for the 12-county Dallas-Fort Worth region. Modeled trends are estimated for the annual mean and annual standard deviation for all 12 pollutants.

6.2.3 Spatial Autocorrelation Assessment

The correlation between the central monitor time-series and all other monitoring sites was calculated and plotted for each pollutant. All monitor pairs with significant coinciding measurements (>365) were included in the analysis. To assess if the correlation structure was consistent at different points in space, two additional figures were constructed for PM$_{2.5}$ mass, in which correlation between all monitors and the downtown Fort Worth monitor and correlations between all monitors and the Denton Airport South monitor were plotted.

The geostatistical tool of the semivariogram provides information on the spatial autocorrelation of data and has been used previously to assess air pollutant measurement error due to spatial variability for use in time-series epidemiologic studies of ambient air pollution (Goldman et al. 2010; Goldman et al. 2011). Semivariograms were computed on normalized logged concentrations, as follows.

$$\chi_i^* = \frac{\ln C_i - \mu_{\ln C}}{\sigma_{\ln C}} \sim N(0,1)$$ (6.1)

Here, $\chi_i^*$ is the normalized log concentration on day $i$ and $\mu_{\ln C}$ and $\sigma_{\ln C}$ are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the log concentrations over all days $i$; thus, the mean and standard deviation of $\chi_i^*$ are 0 and 1, respectively. A modified semivariogram was then computed on this normalized value. Here, the semivariogram is computed as the
difference between normalized observations (\( \chi_k \) and \( \chi_l \)) at two locations (\( k \) and \( l \)) located a distance \( h \) apart normalized by the temporal variance (variation over the time-series of observations) of the average of two normalized observations to yield a scaled semivariance, \( \gamma' \). This scaled semivariance (i.e. the semivariance of normalized values) is related to the Pearson correlation coefficient (\( R \)) between normalized observations from two monitors as follows (Wade et al. 2006).

\[
\gamma'(h) = \frac{Var\left(\frac{\chi_k - \chi_l}{2}\right)}{Var\left(\frac{\chi_k + \chi_l}{2}\right)} = \frac{1 - R(h)}{1 + R(h)}
\]  

(6.2)

Thus, \( \gamma' \) represents the spatial semivariance scaled to a quantity indicative of the range of exposures over which health risk is being assessed. Because the value is unitless, it allows for comparison across pollutants. A scaled semivariance value of 0 corresponds to perfectly correlated observations (\( R = 1 \)) and a value of 1 corresponds to perfectly uncorrelated observations (\( R = 0 \)).

Correlations between observations from all pairs of monitors measuring the same pollutant during 2003-2008 were calculated. Scaled semivariograms were constructed and modeled as a function of the distance between observations, \( h \). Semivariogram nugget values were derived from a previous assessment of instrument precision error using time-series data from collocated instruments (Goldman et al. 2010). Sill values were constrained to 1, i.e. \( R = 0 \), for all pollutants, assuming a distance at which any two monitors would no longer exhibit any observable correlation. Least squares regression was applied to determine the range for each pollutant.

To test the sensitivity of the semivariogram model to specific monitor time-series, additional semivariogram models were computed for NO\(_x\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) mass, in which a semivariance model was regressed for the raw semivariances specific to the downtown Dallas monitor, the downtown Fort Worth monitor and the Denton Airport South
monitor, located more than 45 km from both Dallas and Fort Worth city centers. Differences between the three models are assessed. Additionally, semivariogram models were constructed for a 5% increase and 5% decrease of inter-monitor correlations, in order to assess the sensitivity of the curves to Pearson correlation coefficient values.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Intercity Comparison

Dallas and Atlanta study areas were compared to assess differences that may affect air quality and its associated health effects (Table 6.1). The spatial area included in the Dallas study is larger than that in Atlanta and the study population is roughly one million persons greater, with a total study population of slightly greater than 6 million based on 2008 data. The average Dallas population density of 272 persons/km$^2$ is lower than the 331 persons/km$^2$ in Atlanta.

Population density by census tract was plotted for Atlanta and Dallas to assess the spatial distribution of population in the two cities (Figure 6.2). For Atlanta, the regions of greatest population are located near the urban center and density tends to decrease uniformly in all directions as distance from downtown increases. In Dallas, the population trends observed are less symmetric. The greatest populations are observed near the Fort Worth and Dallas urban centers, with high population densities along the east-west line between the two cities. Density decreases to the north and south, as well as to the east of Dallas and to the west of Fort Worth. This illustrates that population trends in the Dallas-Fort Worth region follow more of an ellipsoid pattern, with population density decreasing more rapidly in the north-south direction than in the east-west direction with respect to the regional center. Given that many ambient air pollutants, particularly traffic-related species, tend to correlate with population density, this
observation is informative for assessing the spatial distribution of ambient concentrations and creates an interesting challenge from a geostatistical modeling point of view.

Table 6.1. Study area comparison between Atlanta, GA and Dallas, TX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Number of Counties</th>
<th>Area (km²)</th>
<th>Population (2008)</th>
<th>Population Density (pop/km²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23,120</td>
<td>6,300,006</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15,787</td>
<td>5,218,150</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.2. Population density (persons/km²) for the Atlanta and Dallas-Fort Worth regions.
6.3.2 Air Pollutant Data

Daily metrics for the 12 ambient air pollutants were collected for all available monitoring sites in the Dallas metropolitan area measuring during the study period of 2003-2008. Data from several monitors operated for the duration of the study period with minimal missing data were available for each pollutant through the AQS network, ranging from 2 complete time-series available for PM\(_{2.5}\) components and 14 complete time-series available for O\(_3\). Other sites with multi-year time-series over part of the study period were available for several pollutants. Those with data time-series of significant length are of use for the spatial variability assessment. There were differences in the frequency at which each pollutant was measured. All gases were measured on an hourly basis at all sites and daily 1-hour maxima were computed. Twenty-four hour samples of PM\(_{10}\) mass were measured at a frequency of six days at all sites. For PM\(_{2.5}\) mass, sites with a TEOM provided hourly measurements, while FRM sites provided 24-hour samples and frequencies that varied by site. Three sites measured daily for the duration of the study period, while the other sites measured at a frequency of three or six days. PM\(_{2.5}\) components were measured at a frequency of three days at both sites that provided complete time-series and every six days at three other sites with component measurements available. With respect to missing values, data completeness ranged from 90% for EC/OC to 99% for gaseous species. Table 6.2 lists the number of sites and data completeness range for each pollutant.
Table 6.2. Measurement data completeness. Number of sites measuring for entire 2003-2008 period with the number of additional sites providing data for a portion of the time period listed parenthetically. Minimum to maximum percent completeness for monitors measuring for the entire 2003-2008 period is listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Number of Sites</th>
<th>Percent Completeness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>10 (3)</td>
<td>91% - 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO&lt;sub&gt;x&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>10 (3)</td>
<td>91% - 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>14 (6)</td>
<td>95% - 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>94% - 98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92% - 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&lt;sub&gt;10&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
<td>82% - 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&lt;sub&gt;2.5&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>10 (9)</td>
<td>86% - 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&lt;sub&gt;2.5&lt;/sub&gt;-SO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>82% - 91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&lt;sub&gt;2.5&lt;/sub&gt;-NO&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>81% - 91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&lt;sub&gt;2.5&lt;/sub&gt;-NH&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>82% - 91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&lt;sub&gt;2.5&lt;/sub&gt;-EC</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>82% - 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&lt;sub&gt;2.5&lt;/sub&gt;-OC</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>82% - 90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The geometric mean and standard deviation of the 6-year pollutant time-series at the Dallas central monitor, Hinton Street, are compared with those of the Atlanta central monitor, Jefferson Street (Table 6.3). Concentrations at the central monitors were largely similar for Atlanta and Dallas with some notable differences. Ozone, PM<sub>10</sub> mass, PM<sub>2.5</sub> mass and the nitrate component of PM<sub>2.5</sub> exhibited similar levels between cities. Traffic-related pollutants (NO<sub>2</sub>, NO<sub>x</sub>, CO and PM<sub>2.5</sub>-EC) were greater in Atlanta compared to levels in Dallas. While both cities are expected to have substantial impacts of traffic emissions, elevated levels of these pollutants in Atlanta may be a reflection of meteorological differences between the two cities. SO<sub>2</sub> concentrations are tenfold higher at the Atlanta downtown monitor, likely due to coal-fired power plants located in proximity to metropolitan Atlanta (Lowe 2007); PM<sub>2.5</sub>-SO<sub>4</sub> levels are similarly elevated. The organic carbon component of PM<sub>2.5</sub> is also greater in Atlanta than Dallas, which may be the result of elevated levels of secondary organic carbon in the southeast due to high biogenic emissions (Lee et al. 2010; Pachon et al. 2010).

It is also of interest to look at the relative proportions of particulate matter components between the two cities. Figure 6.3 illustrates average PM<sub>2.5</sub> speciation data.
for 2008. Notably, organic carbon is a more dominant contributor to the overall PM$_{2.5}$ mass for Atlanta (35% of PM$_{2.5}$ mass) compared to Dallas (26% of PM$_{2.5}$ mass). Sulfate, nitrate and ammonium were larger fractions of PM$_{2.5}$ in Dallas than Atlanta.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Atlanta $\mu g$</th>
<th>$\sigma_g$</th>
<th>Dallas $\mu g$</th>
<th>$\sigma_g$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>38.1 ppb</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>24.4 ppb</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>86.8 ppb</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>40.9 ppb</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>35.8 ppb</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>35.0 ppb</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>11.4 ppb</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>1.88 ppb</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>0.89 ppm</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.34 ppm</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>23.8 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>23.1 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>15.2 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>10.4 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>3.85 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.56 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.74 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.68 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>2.02 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.01 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>1.28 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.50 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>3.79 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.71 $\mu g/m^3$</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3. PM$_{2.5}$ Speciation for 2008 at the Atlanta and Dallas central monitoring sites: the Jefferson Street monitor in Atlanta and the Hinton Street monitor in Dallas.
6.3.3 Spatial Assessment of Concentrations

For each pollutant, mean concentrations from multiple monitors for the 2004 time-series of daily measurements were used to assess the spatial distribution of pollutant levels in Dallas. As examples of secondary, mixed source, and primary pollutants, Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 show these plots for O\textsubscript{3}, PM\textsubscript{2.5} mass, and NO\textsubscript{x}, respectively. Plots for the rest of the 12 pollutants analyzed in Dallas can be found in Appendix D.

For secondary pollutants such as O\textsubscript{3} (Figure 6.4), concentrations did not vary significantly over space. PM\textsubscript{2.5} mass concentrations, derived from both primary and secondary origin, had only a slight spatial trend over the Dallas-Fort Worth region (Figure 6.5). For primary pollutants, mean concentration decreased with distance from the two urban centers of the Dallas-Fort Worth (Figure 6.6). This suggests that, in contrast to Atlanta, the spatial distributions of primary pollutant concentrations in Dallas may not lend themselves well to an isotropic model.

The mean concentrations of NO\textsubscript{2} and NO\textsubscript{x} observed at the Wyatt, Waterworks and Midlothian monitoring sites, all located southwest of Dallas in close proximity to each other, are elevated despite their significant distance from either the Dallas or Fort Worth population centers. Evidence from this analysis suggests that these sites are impacted by a local source. The monitors are included in the spatial plots, but were removed from the semivariogram analysis, as they are not considered part of the regulatory ambient concentration this analysis attempts to capture.
Figure 6.4. O₃ time-series mean (ppb) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for the Dallas study area. Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.

Figure 6.5. PM₂.₅ mass time-series mean (μg/m³) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for the Dallas study area. Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.
Figure 6.6. NO\textsubscript{x} time-series mean (ppb) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for the Dallas study area. Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.

Using the spatial plots of the time-series mean and standard deviation for each monitoring site for all pollutants, isopleths of mean and standard deviation were approximated to provide a modeling framework for geostatistical assessment of annual concentration distributions (Figures 6.7-6.18). In addition to the monitor time-series mean and standard deviations, population density patterns and prior assessment of spatial distribution of pollutants in Atlanta were taken into account to estimate the spatial distribution of concentrations over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.

The NO\textsubscript{2} and NO\textsubscript{x} models have the shape expected from more spatially heterogeneous pollutants and the pattern is similar to the observed population density distribution (Figure 6.1). For these pollutants, elevated annual mean and standard deviation are observed at the Dallas and Fort Worth urban centers and in between them, with values decreasing rapidly with increasing distance from this elliptical population center. Any model of the annual distribution of primary pollutants for the Dallas-Fort Worth region should account for this anisotropic phenomenon in which concentrations are expected to change more rapidly in the north-south direction than in the east-west direction, with respect to the regional center. CO and EC are also expected to follow this trend as they are traffic-related pollutions emitted primarily; however, there is insufficient
monitor coverage in rural areas to base spatial models on observations alone. Because CO and EC are highly correlated with NO$_x$ (0.80 ± 0.12 and 0.55 ± 0.15 across corresponding sites, respectively), the urban-to-rural NO$_x$ trend was used to approximate CO and EC trends as a function of distance from the urban centers and to estimate rural background levels. In both the Atlanta and Dallas study areas, population density drops to less than 200 persons/km$^2$ in census tracts far from the urban centers; thus, concentrations of traffic-related pollutants are anticipated to be drop to similar rural background levels.

Based on monitor measurements, low variance observed in the semivariogram analysis and observed trends in Atlanta, spatial trends in annual mean and standard deviation for pollutants of more secondary origin are expected to be much more gradual and some exhibit similar values over the entire study area. While concentrations of these more spatially homogeneous species are expected to eventually drop to lower background levels as distance from urban regions increases indefinitely, to the extent of the study area assessed here concentrations are more or less constant over space for some species, namely O$_3$, and PM$_{2.5}$ components sulfate, nitrate and ammonium. The estimated rural background mean and standard deviation of concentrations for the Dallas-Fort Worth study area are listed in Table 6.4 and the annual mean and standard deviation of measurements at the rural Yorkville site in Atlanta for 2004 are shown for comparison.
Figure 6.7. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of NO$_2$ concentration (ppb) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.8. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of NO\textsubscript{x} concentration (ppb) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.9. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of O₃ concentration (ppb) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.10. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of SO$_2$ concentration (ppb) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.11. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of CO concentration (ppm) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.12. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of PM$_{10}$ mass concentration ($\mu$g/m$^3$) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.13. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration ($\mu g/m^3$) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.14. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$ concentration ($\mu$g/m$^3$) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.15. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$ concentration (μg/m$^3$) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.16. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$ concentration ($\mu$g/m$^3$) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.17. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of PM$_{2.5}$-EC concentration ($\mu$g/m$^3$) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.18. Modeled annual mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of PM$_{2.5}$-OC concentration ($\mu$g/m$^3$) over the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Table 6.4. Annual mean and standard deviation of measurements at the rural Yorkville monitor in Atlanta and the estimated background concentration distribution for the Dallas-Fort Worth region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Atlanta Yorkville Monitor Distribution</th>
<th>Dallas Estimated Background Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO(_2) (ppb)</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO(_x) (ppb)</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O(_3) (ppb)</td>
<td>51.15</td>
<td>12.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO(_2) (ppb)</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>12.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO (ppm)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM(_{10}) ((\mu g/m^3))</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>8.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM(_{2.5}) ((\mu g/m^3))</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>6.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM(_{2.5})-SO(_4) ((\mu g/m^3))</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM(_{2.5})-NO(_3) ((\mu g/m^3))</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM(_{2.5})-NH(_4) ((\mu g/m^3))</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM(_{2.5})-EC ((\mu g/m^3))</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM(_{2.5})-OC ((\mu g/m^3))</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.4 Spatial Autocorrelation Assessment

To assess the spatial variability of pollutant concentrations in Dallas, correlations were calculated between the 6-year time-series at the downtown Dallas Hinton Street monitor and all other monitor time-series for each pollutant. Figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 show these plots for O\(_3\), PM\(_{2.5}\) and NO\(_x\), respectively. For secondary pollutants, correlations with the central monitor were very high even for monitors at far distances from the urban center (Figure 6.19). This trend was observed in both the Dallas and Atlanta regions. For PM\(_{2.5}\) mass, correlations were also high across monitors in both cities (Figure 6.20).

For NO\(_x\), correlations with the Hinton Street time-series decrease gradually as distance to this monitor increases. As was observed in the mean and standard deviation plots for NO\(_x\) (Figure 6.6), the Wyatt, Waterworks and Midlothian monitoring sites are anomalies. Again, it is likely that the lower correlations observed at these monitoring sites reflect their impaction by a local NO\(_2\)/NO\(_x\) source, providing further justification for
their removal from analyses which aim to capture background ambient levels, rather than variability due to local sources.

Figure 6.19. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for O$_3$ plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for the Dallas study area. Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.

Figure 6.20. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for PM$_{2.5}$ mass plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for the Dallas study area. Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.
To assess whether the correlation structure observed with the Hinton Street monitor was consistent with correlations observed for other monitoring sites, plots were constructed illustrating the correlation of all PM$_{2.5}$ mass monitor time-series with the downtown Fort Worth monitor time-series (Figure 6.22a) and with the Denton Airport South monitor, a monitor in Denton County that is removed from the two urban cores (Figure 6.22b). Correlations with the Fort Worth monitor are largely similar to those observed with the downtown Dallas site, with the highest correlations occurring with other urban monitors and lower correlations with monitors in rural locations. Accordingly, correlations are observed to decrease when time-series are compared against the Denton monitor, located more than 45 km from downtown Dallas and downtown Fort Worth (Figure 6.22b). The Denton Airport time-series has the highest correlations with other monitors removed from the city centers and the lowest correlations with monitors located close to the downtown areas of Dallas and Fort Worth; however, all observed correlations were relatively high given that PM$_{2.5}$ mass is partially derived from secondary sources and therefore, has relatively high spatial autocorrelation of measurements over the study area.
Figure 6.22. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the downtown Fort Worth time-series (a) and with the Denton Airport South monitor (b) for PM$_{2.5}$ mass plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols. Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated the location of the Fort Worth monitor (a) or the Denton Airport South monitor (b). Symbol sizing is consistent across plots.

Semivariograms were constructed for the 12 ambient air pollutants (Figure 6.23). All monitor pairs with time-series of greater than 365 coinciding measurements during the study period of 2003-2008 were included in the semivariogram analysis. For this assessment, the spatial variance of pollutants was treated as isotropic. Exponential theoretical semivariogram curves were regressed to the raw semivariogram values, constraining the sill to 1 and the nugget to a value representative of pollutant-specific instrument precision error (Goldman et al 2010).
The semivariogram analysis aims to characterize the variability due to the regulatory ambient, that is, the variability that is representative of ambient concentrations, not variability associated with concentrations near sources. As such, measurement data from monitors believed to be impacted by local sources were excluded from this analysis. For PM$_{2.5}$ mass, the White Settlement monitor was excluded due to the monitor’s location 100 m from Interstate 30 and the fact that it exhibited uncharacteristically low correlations with other PM$_{2.5}$ mass monitoring sites in the region, both suggesting that measurements from this monitor are likely to be traffic impacted. For NO$_2$ and NO$_x$, the Wyatt, Waterworks and Midlothian monitors were not included in the semivariogram analysis as their elevated concentrations and poor inter-correlation despite close proximity suggest that these monitors are heavily influenced by a local industrial source.

For SO$_2$, a semivariogram could not be effectively estimated due to the highly variable nature of the pollutant and limited number of monitoring sites available. Because SO$_2$ is emitted largely from point sources, its distribution over space is based largely on plume path and wind direction. As a result, any spatial model derived from monitoring data is very sensitive to monitor placement relative to these point sources. In this analysis, six monitoring site locations provide data for SO$_2$ for this time-period. Inter-monitor correlations suggested the location of an SO$_2$ point source between monitoring site locations as several correlations were less than zero. Table 6.5 lists the inter-monitor correlations for SO$_2$ measurements.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor Pair</th>
<th>distance (km)</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hinton</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>71.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinton</td>
<td>Wyatt</td>
<td>42.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinton</td>
<td>Midlothian OFW</td>
<td>40.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinton</td>
<td>Waterworks</td>
<td>45.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinton</td>
<td>Kaufman</td>
<td>58.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Midlothian OFW</td>
<td>36.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Kaufman</td>
<td>67.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt</td>
<td>Midlothian OFW</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt</td>
<td>Waterworks</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt</td>
<td>Kaufman</td>
<td>68.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midlothian OFW</td>
<td>Waterworks</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midlothian OFW</td>
<td>Kaufman</td>
<td>67.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterworks</td>
<td>Kaufman</td>
<td>67.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the Dallas semivariograms (Figure 6.23a), traffic-related pollutants (NO$_2$, NO$_x$, CO, PM$_{2.5}$-EC) show a greater degree of spatial variability, with larger variation between monitors even at relatively short distances. In contrast, O$_3$, PM$_{2.5}$ mass and PM$_{2.5}$ components SO$_4$, NO$_3$, and NH$_4$ show low levels of variability over space even at greater distances between monitors. PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$-OC exhibit intermediate levels of spatial variability.

Dallas semivariogram results are compared to those from a previous study in Atlanta (Goldman et al. 2010) (Figure 6.23b). Because the nugget and sill values were the same in the semivariance curves constructed for Dallas and Atlanta, the range values provide a direct measure to compare the two cities (Table 6.6). Longer range values indicate greater spatial homogeneity, while smaller range values indicate higher spatial variability. Population-weighted semivariance values, $\gamma_{pw}$, were computed for both cities using census tract population data and provide an intercity comparison of spatial variance for each pollutant (Table 6.6). Semivariograms for Dallas and Atlanta are similar in some regards with both indicating higher spatial variability for pollutants that are largely emitted to the atmosphere from sources directly (NO$_2$, NO$_x$, CO, PM$_{2.5}$-EC) and greater
spatial homogeneity for pollutants formed largely through secondary formation processes
(O₃ and PM₂.₅ components SO₄, NO₃, and NH₄); however, there are several differences of
note. All population-weighted semivariances computed for pollutants in Dallas are lower
than those in Atlanta, indicating that greater spatial homogeneity is observed in Dallas for
all pollutants. In particular, NO₂ and NOₓ demonstrate less variability in Dallas than
Atlanta with longer range values regressed and considerably lower population-weighted
averages. It should be noted, however, that this semivariogram analysis is highly
sensitive to the number and placement of monitoring sites; therefore, pollutants with
fewer available monitors (e.g. CO in Dallas) have a higher degree of uncertainty in their
variance models. Scatter observed in the raw semivariances can likely be attributed to
anisotropic variance effects as well as local emission and meteorological influences.
Figure 6.23. Semivariograms for (a) Dallas and (b) Atlanta for normalized pollutant concentrations. Raw semivariance values are plotted (blue) and exponential curves (red) are fitted to the data.
Table 6.6. Range (km) from semivariogram function and population-weighted semivariance, $\gamma_{pw}$ for Dallas and Atlanta semivariogram models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dallas range</th>
<th>$\gamma_{pw}$</th>
<th>Atlanta range</th>
<th>$\gamma_{pw}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>120.52</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>17.05</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>125.81</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>28.25</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>501.97</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>303.97</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>51.95</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>25.69</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>155.33</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>81.26</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>367.02</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>208.15</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>2852.65</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>258.36</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>300.54</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>153.69</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>626.53</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>119.04</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>48.54</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>27.92</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>1252.79</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>108.38</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To assess the sensitivity of the semivarioagram analysis to spatial location, additional semivariograms were constructed for NO$_x$ and PM$_{2.5}$, in which semivariance curves were regressed based on monitor-specific correlations. Figure 6.24 illustrates the raw semivariances and regressed curves based on correlations for three monitoring sites: the Hinton Street monitor in downtown Dallas, the downtown Fort Worth monitoring site and the Denton Airport South monitoring site. Only small differences between the curves derived from each of these sites are observed, suggesting that the semivariance model used here is not sensitive to spatial location. This demonstrates that while the anisotropic structure of population and pollution variability observed in Dallas may have important implications for spatial modeling of concentrations in two dimensions, the one dimensional semivariogram analysis performed here is relatively robust and thus, application of an isotropic variance model is reasonable for estimation of spatial autocorrelation for ambient air pollutants in the Dallas-Fort Worth region.
Figure 6.24. Semivariance models for (a) PM$_{2.5}$ mass and (b) NO$_x$ derived from correlations of all monitoring sites with three different monitor time-series: Hinton, Fort Worth and Denton.
To assess the sensitivity of semivariogram curves to the raw semivariance values used to construct the semivariance models, curves were regressed for a 5% increase and 5% decrease in the semivariance values between each monitor pair for each pollutant (Figure 6.25). Results indicate that the semivariogram curves are relatively robust to changes in the variance between monitoring sites.

![Graphs showing regressed semivariogram curves for different pollutants](image)

Figure 6.25. Regressed semivariogram curves (solid red) ± 5% of semivariance values for monitor pairs (dashed red) used to regress the semivariance models.

### 6.4 Discussion

This analysis has provided some insight into the spatio-temporal distribution structure of 12 ambient air pollutants in the metropolitan region surrounding Dallas, Texas. Assessment of the mean and standard deviation of monitoring site time-series over space for the Dallas-Fort Worth region indicates that an anisotropic model of pollutant concentrations may be most appropriate for spatial modeling of pollutant distributions for this region. In Atlanta, population and source distributions largely decrease uniformly in
all directions from downtown; thus, isotropy of pollutant concentrations may be a more reasonable assumption in this city. By contrast, Dallas is not an isolated urban center to the degree that Atlanta is. The presence of the twin city Fort Worth and population centers in between the two urban hubs, such as Arlington and Irving, create an elongated population distribution pattern in the east-west direction; thus, air pollutant concentrations, particularly those that increase proportionally with population such as traffic-related species, are not likely to be isotropic with respect to downtown Dallas. Consequently, a more sophisticated model of pollutant concentration is advised in order to fully characterize the distribution of ambient air pollutants in the Dallas-Fort Worth region.

In the context of health studies of Dallas, it will be important to consider the observed elliptical pattern of population and pollutant concentration in this region. Any population-weighting of pollutant concentrations will likely need to be done on a census tract (or other discrete geographic unit) basis rather than through use of a continuous function with respect to distance from the urban center, as has been done for Atlanta in past work (Goldman et al. 2010). This will be necessary in order to better capture the asymmetric population distribution. The unique population spatial pattern in the Dallas-Fort Worth area may also have important implications for the personal exposure assessment, as typical assumptions about spatial distribution of pollutants as well as individual time-activity patterns may not be reasonable for this region. Any health study design that considers spatially resolved air pollutant or population data should take thorough consideration of the observed anisotropic distribution of pollutant concentration in the Dallas-Fort Worth region.

In terms of correlation between monitors over space, it was found that Dallas could be modeled isotropically. Semivariograms were produced for all 12 pollutants and a sensitivity analysis of NO\textsubscript{x} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} semivariograms suggest that the variance structure modeled in the semivariogram plots is relatively independent of location in
space. This suggests that an isotropic variance model is a reasonable approximation for the characterization of spatial autocorrelation in the Dallas-Fort Worth region.

The influence of point sources in the analysis of spatial variability is also a central concern. Because point sources emit pollutants directly to the atmosphere from a single geographic location, the spatial distribution of ambient pollutants originating from these sources is not well characterized by a small number of fixed outdoor monitors, since the ability of these monitors to capture these sources is dependent on meteorological conditions and expected to be highly variable. The influence of point sources on the spatial distribution of ambient concentrations may be significant for some species, as was demonstrated here for SO$_2$. If point sources are found to be introducing high variability in ambient concentrations, the ability to find significant health associations may be severely limited for these pollutants (Goldman et al. 2010). Health assessment for pollutants emitted from point sources or those otherwise exhibiting high spatial variability should consider the impact of this variability on results and its potential to limit findings of significant associations.

Further, previous studies have suggested that the impact of spatial variability error on epidemiologic studies is modified depending upon the type of error present in the data (Goldman et al. 2011; Zeger et al. 2000). Determination of error type in a given dataset is challenging and may vary considerably for different pollutants and metrics used. Additional assessment of spatial variability of ambient concentrations in the Dallas metropolitan region will be necessary to assess error type of pollutant distributions and its impact on time-series health studies.

The spatio-temporal distributions of 12 ambient air pollutants around the Dallas metropolitan area were found to be slightly more homogeneous over space than pollutants in Atlanta; therefore, the impact of air pollutant measurement error due to spatial variability on a time-series health study in Dallas is estimated to be less than the impact assessed for Atlanta. General comparative results from Dallas across pollutants
are expected to agree with Atlanta findings, however, with greater risk estimate attenuations observed for more spatially heterogeneous pollutants and smaller attenuations for more spatially homogeneous pollutants (Goldman et al. 2010; Goldman et al. 2011).

### 6.5 Conclusions

This assessment has provided an initial analysis on the spatio-temporal distribution of 12 ambient air pollutants in the area surrounding Dallas, Texas for the time period of 2003-2008. Monitor coverage varies by pollutant with a minimum of two monitors with measurement for the duration of the study period. Daily metrics are available for gases (NO\textsubscript{2}, NO\textsubscript{x}, O\textsubscript{3}, SO\textsubscript{2}, and CO) and PM\textsubscript{2.5} for the entire 2003-2008 time period. Daily metrics of PM\textsubscript{2.5} components (SO\textsubscript{4}, NO\textsubscript{3}, NH\textsubscript{4}, EC, and OC) are available for 2006-2007. PM\textsubscript{10} mass is available at a frequency of six days for the duration of the study period. The spatial distribution and correlation of pollutants was characterized. The dual urban centers of Dallas and Fort Worth create a more complex spatial structure of concentration distributions than is observed in Atlanta; thus, anisotropic models for mean and standard deviation of concentrations would better approximate pollutant distributions for the region than an isotropic model. Semivariograms were constructed and a range of variability was observed across pollutants, with primary pollutants showing greater degrees of variability over space and secondary pollutants showing greater correlation between monitors over space. A sensitivity analysis demonstrated that semivariogram models varied little when assessed at different locations in space, suggesting that an isotropic variance model is reasonable for the characterization of spatial autocorrelation for this region. Sulfur dioxide is particularly difficult to characterize in Dallas, given monitor placement and point sources in the region. Overall, measurement error due to the spatial variability of pollutants observed in Dallas is estimated to result in less attenuation
of health associations than that assessed in a time-series study of Atlanta air pollution and acute health effects.
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Ambient air pollution in urban areas is regulated largely through use of fixed outdoor monitoring sites intended to capture ambient levels of pollutants. Measurements from these monitors are used as surrogates for population exposure to ambient concentrations in health studies. Time-series epidemiologic studies utilize measurements from these monitors to examine correlations between air pollution levels and changes in daily health outcome variables. The strength of association found in these studies is shown to be influenced by the spatial variability and monitor network of the pollutant of interest. This dissertation explores the impact of this air pollution measurement error on time-series epidemiologic studies. In Chapter 3, the amount of air pollution measurement error due to instrument precision and spatial variability was characterized and its impact on a time-series study of cardiovascular disease emergency department visits in Atlanta was assessed by adding error to observations. In Chapter 4, understanding of this measurement error was enhanced further through assessment of the modification of the impact of this error by error type. Results were illustrated for a range of error types from Berkson error to classical error defined on a log scale, providing a thorough assessment of potential impacts on health associations expected from error of these types. While Chapters 3 and 4 characterized measurement error amount due to instrument imprecision and spatial variability of ambient pollutants and quantified the range of expected biases in risk estimates in a time-series study due to this measurement error being of different types, these chapters did not specify the type of error present in actual ambient concentrations, nor did they characterize the amount of measurement error resulting from spatial heterogeneity of ambient concentrations. Thus, to build on the methodologies developed in Chapters 3 and 4, these issues are addressed in the following chapter. In
Chapter 5, ambient concentrations were simulated over space and time and the concentration fields were generated to assess the amount and type of error due to spatial variability in true ambient concentrations, as well as to quantify the impact of use of different monitor-based air pollutant exposure metrics in a simulated time-series study. This chapter allowed for assessment of the amount and type of error actually present in ambient concentrations because it provided an estimate of the true variability in ambient concentrations over space and time. With thorough methodologies for the characterization of measurement error and its impact on health studies established for Atlanta in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the research methods developed could be applied to ambient air pollution measurements in a different metropolitan area. In Chapter 6, the measurement error analyses developed in Atlanta were applied to a time-series study in Dallas, Texas. Measurement error due to spatial variability in Dallas was assessed and the expected impact of this error on a time-series epidemiologic study was discussed.

Overall, this dissertation has demonstrated that measurement error due to instrument imprecision and error resulting from spatial variability and spatial heterogeneity of ambient concentration can be effectively characterized using measurement data from fixed outdoor monitoring sites and the impact of these measurement errors on health risk estimates in time-series studies can be quantitatively assessed. Methodologies were developed to specify the amount and type of error present in measurements and geostatistical simulation can aid in informing on the amount and type of error actually present in true ambient concentrations. Methodologies developed are applicable to ambient monitor networks in other cities. Given below are conclusions from individual chapters in this dissertation.
Ambient Air Pollutant Measurement Error: Characterization and Impacts in a Time-Series Epidemiologic Study in Atlanta

Ambient air pollution measurement error from instrument imprecision and spatial variability was characterized for Atlanta monitoring sites and the impact of these errors on a time-series epidemiologic study of cardiovascular disease emergency department visits was assessed. Instrument error was found to have little impact on the health effect estimate, while error due to spatial variability resulted in greater attenuation of risk estimates, particularly for primary pollutants which have greater amounts of spatial heterogeneity. These observations suggest that it is more likely to observe positive associations in secondary pollutants than primary pollutants since secondary pollutants are measured with less error due to less spatial variability.

Impact of Exposure Measurement Error in Air Pollution Epidemiology: Effect of Error Type in Time-Series Studies

The influence of error type on the impact of air pollution measurement error on time-series studies was examined through simulation of air pollutant time-series over a range of error types from classical on a log scale to Berkson on a log scale. Error type was observed to have a profound effect on the bias due to measurement error in the time-series study. While the introduction of measurement error as purely classical on a log scale resulted in significant biases toward the null hypothesis, the addition of measurement error as purely Berkson on a log scale resulted in bias away from the null, with the introduction of error leading to a stronger association observed, albeit less significant. The type of error present in a measurement dataset greatly impacts the associations observed.
Quantification and Impacts of Spatial Variability Error in Time-series Studies of Ambient Air Pollution: A Simulation Study

A spatio-temporal model was developed to simulate ambient air pollutant concentrations over the Atlanta metropolitan area for a 6-year period. The simulated concentration fields were used to quantify the amount of error resulting from spatial variability in ambient concentrations, as well as from instrument error associated with measurement imprecision and the number and placement of monitors. To address the latter, simulations of monitoring site data were generated to explore the amount and type of additional error introduced through use of monitor-based exposure metrics. Most of the error assessed was found to be due to the spatial variability of ambient concentrations, rather than error introduced through use of monitoring site measurements. Error due to spatial variability alone was found to be Berkson error and thus, is expected to yield no bias towards the null hypothesis, whereas error with instrument error included is predicted to result in some attenuation of risk estimates. The simulated ambient concentration fields are being used to generate simulated health outcome data in order to assess the impact of spatial variability on risk estimates and significance levels in an epidemiologic model.

Spatio-temporal Variability of Ambient Air Pollutants in Dallas, Texas: Implications for Time-Series Epidemiologic Studies

Air pollution measurement error due to spatial variability for the Dallas metropolitan area was assessed using methods developed from an ongoing study of air pollution and health impacts in Atlanta. Analysis of 12 ambient air pollutants suggested that the methodologies developed for Atlanta are translatable to Dallas. Results indicate that most pollutants, particularly NO₂ and NOₓ are more spatially homogeneous in Dallas than in Atlanta. As such, attenuations in health risk estimates due to spatial variability of ambient concentrations is anticipated to be less than those estimated in
Atlanta. In both Atlanta and Dallas, SO₂ is more difficult to characterize due to the location of point sources and the limited number of monitors.

**Future Directions**

**Semivariogram Analysis**

In this work, the quantity of measurement error due to spatial variability was assessed largely through semivariogram analysis. While this tool provides useful information on the variability of ambient concentrations over space, it has limitations in its scope. First, the semivariogram analysis used here assumes isotropic behavior of air pollutants; that is, the spatial autocorrelative structure is assumed to be same in all directions. Although this assumption is reasonable and appropriate in some locations and for some pollutants, such as in Atlanta and Dallas for the 12 pollutants studied, more complex spatial correlation structures in ambient concentrations likely exist in other locations that are not captured by this simplification. Consequently, future work could involve development of a more sophisticated model of spatial autocorrelation, in which anisotropic effects are considered. While such an analysis would be limited by the number and location of monitoring sites available, more informed spatial models could be developed for pollutants with greater numbers of monitoring sites. Further, additional tools such as land use regression modeling, plume modeling for pollutants emitted from sources primarily and chemical mass transport modeling could be utilized to provide additional information on the directionality and location-specific differences in semivariance. An assessment of measurement error due to spatial variability that accounts for anisotropic effects could enhance the work that has been done here.

**Geostatistical Simulation of Air Pollutant Concentrations**

In Chapter 5, simulated air pollutant concentration fields were generated to represent variability in ambient concentrations over space and time using the Stanford
Geostatistical Modeling Software (SGeMS). Monitoring site time-series were simulated that included instrument error and simulations were used to assess the error due to spatial variability of ambient concentrations and error due to the use of monitor-based metrics in time-series studies. The concentration time-series simulated in this study could be used to further explore the influence of the number and location of monitoring sites on measurement error and health impact assessment. The sensitivity of results to the number and location of monitors could be assessed by adding and removing simulated monitor time-series and by simulating theoretical monitor time-series at different locations in space. The simulated monitor time-series could then be compared to the true ambient concentration fields produced in SGeMS and the measurement error could be characterized for different scenarios of number and locations of monitors. Such an analysis would be of great value for air pollution regulatory agencies and health scientists looking to optimize the number and location of monitors to best capture ambient concentration variability or population exposure.

In Chapter 5, only spatial and temporal variability in the background, or “regulatory” ambient concentrations were simulated in the true ambient concentration fields; that is, only concentration variability that would be expected from ambient monitors not impacted by local sources directly was reproduced. Any microscale variability of concentrations over time or space, such as that associated with sub-hour meteorological events or concentration variability in close proximity to sources, was not modeled. Further work could include simulation of concentrations representative of these additional levels of concentration variability and the associated amount and type of error could be characterized. Such assessment would be informative for understanding total ambient exposure of populations or looking at health effects associated with peak concentrations on short time scales.

Another possibility is the simulation of other kinds of air pollution datasets, such as indoor air quality or individual exposures. Simulations could be produced, for
example, that would include variability in exposure of individuals as they move through
time and space. Such modeling could account for personal exposures in
microenvironments such as in-vehicle, cooking and occupational exposures. The type of
error associated with variability in individual exposures also could be assessed. Such
analyses would inform on the influence of the amount and type of error associated with
these kinds of datasets and shed additional light on the best choice of exposure metric for
use in different epidemiologic study designs.

While many studies have discussed the concept of error type and its qualitative
impacts on epidemiologic studies, less work has focused on the determination of error
type for specific datasets and the quantification of impacts, due to the fact that true
ambient concentrations are unknown. Chapter 4 demonstrated impacts of type on a time-
series study of measurement error evaluated over a range of error types. In Chapter 5,
simulated time-series of ambient concentrations were generated to represent variability in
ambient concentrations over space and time. The fact that true concentration fields were
estimated allowed for the determination of the error type associated with spatial
variability of ambient concentrations, as well as various pollutant exposure metrics, since
error type assessment relies on some approximation of true concentrations. Additional
analyses could be done to supplement this work by assessing error type for different
kinds of air pollutant datasets, such as those discussed above, including microscale
variability in ambient concentrations and personal exposures.

Assessment of Measurement Error in Different Cities

Chapter 6 provided an initial assessment of the measurement error associated with
ambient air pollutant concentrations from monitoring site networks in the area
surrounding Dallas, Texas for a time-period of 2003-2008. The analysis will inform an
epidemiologic study that is currently being conducted for this region; however, additional
assessment of exposure measurement error for this study will be of value. First, a full
investigation of emission sources impacting the region will be necessary. Beyond the anthropogenic emissions typical of urban areas such as those from mobile sources, Dallas has several industrial and agriculture operations in the region that may be significant sources of some species of epidemiologic interest in this study. Further research on the frequency, quantity and other emission characteristics of these sources would provide additional insight into the level of spatial variability for impacted pollutants.

Additionally, work could be done to simulate Dallas concentrations over time and space using SGeMS, as was done for Atlanta in Chapter 5. These simulations could apply the anisotropic spatial models of annual mean and standard deviation of concentrations proposed for the Dallas-Fort Worth region in Chapter 6. Simulated ambient concentration fields of this region that accounted for the elliptical population and pollution pattern observed would be informative for assessment of air pollutant measurement error for the region, as well as for characterization of population exposure to aid in the current health study.

Ambient air pollution measurement error could also be assessed in other cities. Dallas was observed to have a unique population and air pollutant distribution due to the dual urban centers of Dallas and Fort Worth that present a modeling challenge for air pollution and health studies. Other cities also have different geographic or demographic features that could influence population and air pollutant concentrations. For example, coastal cities present an interesting challenge in that population and air pollutant concentrations are likely not to have symmetric distributions with respect to the urban center. Orographic features also influence population distribution for cities in mountainous regions. These features could have significant impacts on population exposure to ambient air pollution and have important implications in epidemiologic studies. More complex models of pollutant concentration over space that account for these anisotropic effects could be developed in order to characterize air pollutant measurement error in cities with these features and inform potential health studies. The
type of error present in exposure metrics for other metropolitan area could be assessed as well, as it is feasible that findings may differ from city to city, given observational differences in pollutant distributions and geographic characteristics discussed above.
Figure A.1. Population density versus distance from Site A. Population density for 660 census tracts are plotted (grey) and averaged in 4 km increments (black). Least squares regression was performed on the population incremental averages. The regressed relationship between population density and distance from Site A was used to compute the integrated population-weighted semivariance values.

$$y = 1960e^{-0.052x}$$

$$R^2 = 0.98$$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>semivariogram nugget ($\gamma_o$)</th>
<th>range, km ($3\alpha_e$)</th>
<th>pop-wt semivariance ($\gamma_v$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concentration log</td>
<td>concentration log</td>
<td>concentration log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>2,736</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>1,873</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>2,325</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1,383</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1,071</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A.2. Collocated instrument precision error and simulated error. Error is calculated as half the difference between collocated measurements (left panel) and between simulations (right panel) for nine pollutants. Bias in continuous measures (TEOM and CNT) has been removed.
Table A.2. Error model optimization parameters and correlation between simulation ($Z$) and base case ($Z^*$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument precision error</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$R (Z, Z^*)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.12</td>
<td>-0.28 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.960 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-0.03 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.969 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.09</td>
<td>-0.62 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.992 ± 0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-0.26 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.948 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.963 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.07</td>
<td>-0.17 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.948 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>1.24 ± 0.15</td>
<td>-0.58 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.971 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.977 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.55 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.987 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-0.70 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.957 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.18 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.953 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.05</td>
<td>-0.22 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.920 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>2.28 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.361 ± 0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.499 ± 0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.09 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.916 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>2.37 ± 0.17</td>
<td>-0.07 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.325 ± 0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>1.69 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.462 ± 0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-0.12 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.709 ± 0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-0.18 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.853 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.05 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.879 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-0.47 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.850 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-0.19 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.774 ± 0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>1.12 ± 0.18</td>
<td>-0.67 ± 0.21</td>
<td>0.489 ± 0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-0.10 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.709 ± 0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Instrument Error $R(lnZ_1, lnZ_2)$

Values

- NO$_2$, NO$_x$, O$_3$, SO$_2$, CO, PM$_{10}$, PM$_{2.5}$, SO$_4$, NO$_3$, NH$_4$, EC, OC

- Instrument Error $R(lnZ_1, lnZ_2)$
  - NO$_2$: 0.78, 0.8, 0.82, 0.84, 0.86, 0.88, 0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 1
  - NO$_x$: 0.90, 0.93, 0.94, 0.96, 0.92, 0.91, 0.85, 0.94, 0.98, 0.93, 0.90, 0.95, 0.91, 0.93, 0.97, 0.94, 0.87, 0.90, 0.83, 0.95, 0.98
Figure A.3. Boxplots of the distribution of correlation coefficients between 1000 simulations for instrument error and between 1000 simulations and the base case time-series for spatial error. Target values shown at bottom.
Figure A.4. Scatterplots of error versus the base case ($Z^*$) and versus the simulation ($Z$) for a sample Monte Carlo simulation of instrument error. When error is independent of the true value (here, defined as the base case monitor data), the error type is classical. When error is independent of the measurement (here, defined as the simulation which has error added), the error type is Berkson. The above plots suggest that this error is neither classical nor Berkson.
Figure A.5. Scatterplots of error versus the base case ($Z^*$) and versus the simulation ($Z$) for a sample Monte Carlo simulation of spatial error. When error is independent of the true value (here, defined as the base case monitor data), the error type is classical. When error is independent of the measurement (here, defined as the simulation which has error added), the error type is Berkson. The above plots suggest that this error is neither classical nor Berkson.
APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR ERROR TYPE ASSESSMENT

Table B.1. Power transformation analysis. The Hinkley $d_\lambda$ statistic, defined as $\frac{\text{mean} - \text{median}}{\text{IQR}}$, provides information on the normality of a transformation for a given choice of $\lambda$, where $\lambda = 0$ represents a log transformation and $\lambda = 1$ represents untransformed data (Hinkley 1977). The smaller $d_\lambda$, the closer the data transformation is to a normal distribution. Hinkley $d_\lambda$ statistics are shown for daily measurements at the central monitoring site over the period 1999-2004.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>$d_\lambda$ Measurement Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max NO$_x$</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hr max O$_3$</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max SO$_2$</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hr max CO</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hr PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
T_1(x) = \begin{cases} 
  x^\lambda, & \lambda > 0 \\
  \ln(x), & \lambda = 0 
\end{cases}
\]

where $x$ is a daily measurement of pollutant concentration
Derivations of equations in text for error models.

\( Z^* \) = true ambient, log-normally distributed; given
\( Z \) = measured ambient, log-normally distributed; simulated

1. Type C error model

\[
\chi^* = \frac{\ln Z^* - \mu_{\ln Z^*}}{\sigma_{\ln Z^*}} \sim \text{N}(0,1) \tag{B.1}
\]

\[
\chi = \chi^* + \varepsilon_x \sim \text{N}(0, \sigma_x = \sqrt{1 + \sigma_{err}^2}) \tag{B.2}
\]

where \( \varepsilon_x = N \sigma_{err} \sim \text{N}(0, \sigma_{err}) \)

\[ N = \text{random number} \sim \text{N}(0,1) \]

\[
\ln Z = \chi \sigma_{\ln Z^*} + \mu_{\ln Z^*} \sim \text{N}(\mu_{\ln Z^*}, \sigma_{\ln Z} = \sigma_{\ln Z^*} \sqrt{1 + \sigma_{err}^2}) \tag{B.3}
\]

2. Type B error model

\[
\chi^* = \frac{\ln Z^* - \mu_{\ln Z^*}}{\sigma_{\ln Z^*}} = \chi + \varepsilon_x \sim \text{N}(0,1) \tag{B.4}
\]

\[
\chi = \chi^* + \varepsilon_x \sim \text{N}(0, \sigma_x = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \sigma_{err}^2}}) \tag{B.5}
\]

\[
\ln Z = \chi \sigma_{\ln Z^*} + \mu_{\ln Z^*} \sim \text{N}(\mu_{\ln Z^*}, \sigma_{\ln Z} = \frac{\sigma_{\ln Z^*}}{\sqrt{1 + \sigma_{err}^2}}) \tag{B.6}
\]

3. Relationship between Pearson correlation coefficient and amount of error added

\( \sigma_{err} \)

\[
\overline{R}(\chi, \chi^*) = \overline{R}(\chi_i, \chi_j) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \sigma_{err}^2}} \tag{B.7}
\]

\[
\sigma_{err} = \sqrt{\frac{1 - \overline{R}(\chi_i, \chi_j)}{\overline{R}(\chi_i, \chi_j)}} \tag{B.8}
\]

4. Population-weighted semivariance and Pearson correlation coefficient

semivariance:
\[
\overline{\gamma}(\chi_i, \chi_j) = \frac{1}{p_{\text{total}}} \left( \sum_{i}^{660} \sum_{j=i+1}^{660} p_{i,j} \overline{\gamma'}_{i,j}(h) + \sum_{i}^{660} p_{i} \gamma'(r) \right) \tag{B.9}
\]

where \( \gamma'_{i,j} \) = inter-tract semivariance, based on distance \( h \) between tract \( i \) and \( j \) centroids
\( \gamma_i \) = intra-tract semivariance, estimated from average radius \( r \) of census tract \( i \)

\[ p_{\text{total}} = \text{total number of pairs of residences} = \frac{1}{2} (n_{\text{total}}^2 - n_{\text{total}}) \]

\[ p_{i,j} = \frac{1}{2} (n_i \times n_j) \]

\[ p_i = \frac{1}{2} (n_i^2 - n_i) \]

\( n_i = \text{population of tract } i \); \( n_{\text{total}} = \text{total population} \)

Pearson correlation coefficient:

\[
\bar{R}(\chi_i, \chi_j) = \frac{1 - \gamma(\chi_i, \chi_j)}{1 + \gamma(\chi_i, \chi_j)} \quad (B.10)
\]
APPENDIX C

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR TRUE AMBIENT FIELD SIMULATION

Figure C.1. Short-term temporal autocorrelation of measurements at the central monitoring site (red) and of the simulated time-series at the central grid cell (blue).
Figure C.2. Long term temporal autocorrelation of measurements at the urban (red) and rural (blue) monitoring sites.
Figure C.3. Spatial correlograms between monitoring site time-series. Plotted points represent monitor pairs. The curve is an exponential regression of the plotted points.
Table C.1. Population-weighted average spatial autocorrelations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pollutant</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO₂</td>
<td>0.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₅</td>
<td>0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₂</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM₁₀</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM₂.₅</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C.4. Plotted logged monitoring site data time-series mean (red triangles) versus distance from urban center and regressed linear functions up to 60 km with fixed rural background levels beyond 60 km (blue).
Figure C.5. Plotted logged monitoring site data time-series standard deviation (red triangles) versus distance from urban center and regressed linear functions up to 60 km with fixed rural background levels beyond 60 km (blue).
Figure C.6. Concentration normalized by time-series mean for each day of week (Monday = 1, Sunday = 7) for central monitor data (red) and simulated time-series (blue).
Figure C.7. Concentration normalized by time-series mean for each day of year (1-365) for simulated time-series at urban location (a) and rural location (b). Red curves are fourth order regressions fit to monitor data.
Table C.2. Mean and standard deviation linear model parameters: slope, \( m \), and y-intercept, \( b \), used for simulation of true ambient concentration field.

\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{pollutant} & \mu_r & \sigma_r \\
\hline
\text{NO}_2 & -0.029 & 3.839 & 0.007 & 0.391 \\
\text{NO}_x & -0.042 & -2.248 & 0 & 0.845 \\
\text{O}_3 & 0 & 3.695 & 0 & 0.434 \\
\text{SO}_2 & -0.007 & 2.162 & -0.001 & 1.080 \\
\text{CO} & -0.029 & 0.388 & -0.006 & 0.710 \\
\text{PM}_{10} & -0.003 & 3.094 & 0 & 0.527 \\
\text{PM}_{2.5} & -0.004 & 2.793 & 0.001 & 0.475 \\
\text{SO}_4 & -0.002 & 1.417 & 0 & 0.733 \\
\text{NO}_3 & -0.006 & -0.049 & 0 & 0.823 \\
\text{NH}_4 & 0 & 0.608 & 0 & 0.665 \\
\text{EC} & -0.013 & -0.374 & 0 & 0.828 \\
\text{OC} & -0.005 & 1.573 & 0 & 0.630 \\
\end{array}
\]

Table C.3. Fourth order polynomial regression coefficients \((ax^4+bx^3+cx^2+dx+e)\) where \( x \) is day of year (1-365) for seasonal trend functions at the urban center.

\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{pollutant} & a & b & c & d & e \\
\hline
\text{NO}_2 & 6.64E-11 & -3.5E-08 & 1.48E-06 & 0.000896 & 0.956689 \\
\text{NO}_x & -5.9E-10 & 4.13E-07 & -6.8E-05 & -0.00135 & 1.359902 \\
\text{O}_3 & 9.45E-10 & -7E-07 & 0.000129 & -0.00041 & 0.442271 \\
\text{SO}_2 & -5.4E-10 & 4.13E-07 & -8.3E-05 & 0.001395 & 1.32044 \\
\text{CO} & -5.2E-10 & 3.41E-07 & -4.8E-05 & -0.00254 & 1.303274 \\
\text{PM}_{10} & 2.5E-10 & -2.2E-07 & 5.59E-05 & -0.00275 & 0.847483 \\
\text{PM}_{2.5} & 2.54E-10 & -2.4E-07 & 6.35E-05 & -0.00361 & 0.849826 \\
\text{SO}_4 & 8.74E-10 & -7.2E-07 & 0.00016 & -0.00529 & 0.478189 \\
\text{NO}_3 & -1.1E-09 & 9.1E-07 & -0.00019 & 0.00482 & 1.690008 \\
\text{NH}_4 & 5.7E-10 & -4.9E-07 & 0.000117 & -0.00503 & 0.659703 \\
\text{EC} & -2.2E-10 & 1.14E-07 & -3.7E-06 & -0.00311 & 1.128679 \\
\text{OC} & -1.9E-10 & 1.04E-07 & -6.7E-06 & -0.00225 & 1.111637 \\
\end{array}
\]
Table C.4. Fourth order polynomial regression coefficients \((a x^4 + b x^3 + c x^2 + d x + e)\) where \(x\) is day of year (1-365) for seasonal trend functions at a rural location (60 km from urban center).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pollutant</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NO}_2)</td>
<td>-7.95E-10</td>
<td>5.81E-07</td>
<td>-0.00011</td>
<td>5.28E-05</td>
<td>1.445633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NO}_x)</td>
<td>-8.77E-10</td>
<td>6.4E-07</td>
<td>-0.00012</td>
<td>-4.8E-05</td>
<td>1.492518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{O}_3)</td>
<td>5.86E-10</td>
<td>-4.4E-07</td>
<td>8.43E-05</td>
<td>-0.00076</td>
<td>0.653412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{SO}_2)</td>
<td>-3.39E-10</td>
<td>2.07E-07</td>
<td>-2.3E-05</td>
<td>-0.00266</td>
<td>1.197628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{CO})</td>
<td>-1.67E-10</td>
<td>1.35E-07</td>
<td>-2.9E-05</td>
<td>0.000843</td>
<td>1.097222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{PM}_{10})</td>
<td>6.061E-10</td>
<td>-5E-07</td>
<td>0.000111</td>
<td>-0.00368</td>
<td>0.62078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{PM}_{2.5})</td>
<td>5.256E-10</td>
<td>-4.3E-07</td>
<td>9.78E-05</td>
<td>-0.00339</td>
<td>0.676142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{SO}_4)</td>
<td>9.719E-10</td>
<td>-8E-07</td>
<td>0.000177</td>
<td>-0.00575</td>
<td>0.417184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NO}_3)</td>
<td>-8.5E-10</td>
<td>6.64E-07</td>
<td>-0.00014</td>
<td>0.002941</td>
<td>1.518032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NH}_4)</td>
<td>9.182E-10</td>
<td>-7.4E-07</td>
<td>0.000158</td>
<td>-0.00433</td>
<td>0.480039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{EC})</td>
<td>1.42E-10</td>
<td>-1.2E-07</td>
<td>2.79E-05</td>
<td>-0.0011</td>
<td>0.9309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{OC})</td>
<td>2.579E-10</td>
<td>-2.4E-07</td>
<td>6.24E-05</td>
<td>-0.00342</td>
<td>0.856541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.5. Day of week model parameter values used for simulation of true ambient concentration field (Monday = 1, Sunday = 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pollutant</th>
<th>(\alpha_{wk})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NO}_2)</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NO}_x)</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{O}_3)</td>
<td>0.99 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.98 1.05 1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{SO}_2)</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{CO})</td>
<td>0.96 1.05 1.01 1.07 1.05 1.00 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{PM}_{10})</td>
<td>0.97 1.04 1.06 1.06 1.04 0.95 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{PM}_{2.5})</td>
<td>0.94 0.99 1.04 1.06 1.03 0.99 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{SO}_4)</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NO}_3)</td>
<td>0.91 1.02 1.13 1.08 1.06 0.97 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NH}_4)</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{EC})</td>
<td>0.95 1.09 1.12 1.13 1.09 0.89 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{OC})</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.8. Spatial correlogram model regressed from monitoring site data (red) and correlation of simulated time-series at all grid cells with the time-series at a rural grid cell (blue).
Figure C.9. Long term temporal autocorrelation of measurements (red) and simulated time-series (blue) at urban (a) and rural (b) locations.
Figure C.10. Time-series mean as a function of distance from urban center. Monitor data shown as red triangles and simulated time-series shown in blue.
Figure C.11. Time-series standard deviation as a function of distance from urban center. Monitor data shown as red triangles and simulated time-series shown in blue.
Figure C.12. Concentration normalized by time-series mean for each day of year (1-365) for simulated time-series at urban location (a) and rural location (b). Red curves are 4\textsuperscript{th} order regressions fit to monitor data.
Figure C.13. Concentration normalized by time-series mean for each day of week (Monday = 1, Sunday = 7) for central monitor data (red) and simulated time-series (blue).
Table C.6. Pearson correlation coefficients between the ambient and monitor simulations and the correlation expected from a collocated instrument analysis of a previous study (Goldman et al. 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Correlation expected from collocated instruments</th>
<th>Correlation between ambient and monitor simulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_x$</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_3$</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$-EC</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$-OC</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure D.1. NO$_2$ time-series mean (ppb) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.

Figure D.2. SO$_2$ time-series mean (ppb) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.
Figure D.3. CO time-series mean (ppm) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.

Figure D.4. PM$_{10}$ mass time-series mean ($\mu$g/m$^3$) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.
Figure D.5. PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$ time-series mean ($\mu g/m^3$) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.

Figure D.6. PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$ time-series mean ($\mu g/m^3$) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.
Figure D.7. PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$ time-series mean (μg/m$^3$) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.

Figure D.8. PM$_{2.5}$-EC time-series mean (μg/m$^3$) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.
Figure D.9. PM$_{2.5}$-OC time-series mean (µg/m$^3$) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate time-series mean ± time-series standard deviation.

Figure D.10. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for NO$_2$ plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.
Figure D.11. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for SO$_2$ plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.

Figure D.12. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for CO plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.
Figure D.13. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the South Akard monitoring site time-series for PM$_{10}$ mass (PM$_{10}$ mass measurements were not available at the Hinton Street monitor) plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.

Figure D.14. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for PM$_{2.5}$-SO$_4$ plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.
Figure D.15. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for PM$_{2.5}$-NO$_3$ plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.

Figure D.16. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for PM$_{2.5}$-NH$_4$ plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.
Figure D.17. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for PM$_{2.5}$-EC plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.

Figure D.18. Correlation of each monitoring site time-series with the central monitor time-series for PM$_{2.5}$-OC plotted at monitor locations with graduated symbols for Dallas (a) and Atlanta (b). Labels indicate Pearson correlation coefficients and yellow star indicated central monitor location.
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